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introduction

By Steve Towns

What’s Next for
Government Data Centers?

I

nside this issue of Public CIO, you’ll find our
latest special report, The Definitive Guide to
Data Centers. Its timing couldn’t be better,
given the rapid and pervasive changes taking
place in government data center facilities.
Public CIOs are evaluating their data center
operations against a growing array of options, and
they’re rewriting the rules for what’s done inside
and outside the walls of traditional government
computing facilities. The shift was on display at the
NASCIO Midyear Conference in April. Over the
course of the meeting, we asked nearly a dozen state
CIOs how the cloud will impact their core operations, and all of them said they’re using the cloud,
or cloud-like concepts, to transform what they do.
Some of them, like Kentucky’s Jim Fowler,
intend to move the bulk of traditional data center
infrastructure to hosted platforms. “I’m a strong
proponent that government will be out of the
infrastructure business. We can’t afford it,” he
said. “In the next five to seven years, I suspect
that 80-plus percent of our infrastructure will be
off our premises and in the cloud somewhere.”
States aren’t only deploying new cloud services,
they’re finding new ways to manage cloud contractors. In March, for instance, Georgia hired integrator
Capgemini to oversee its growing services portfolio.
The company will track day-to-day activities of cloud
contractors and provide a performance dashboard
for managers at the Georgia Technology Authority.

But not everything is going to the cloud.
Public CIOs acknowledge that some systems
will remain in-house for the foreseeable future.
Those operations are being transformed too.
Ohio is consolidating agency data centers into
a central computing facility and creating a private
cloud that’s run jointly by government employees and IBM. As state employees retire or transfer to new jobs, the company will assume greater
responsibility for running these services.
North Carolina CIO Chris Estes wants to seamlessly combine in-house and cloud-based platforms to
rapidly scale up computing capacity to handle events
like tax season or Election Day. And in Colorado —
where the state has made significant investments in
public cloud platforms like Google and Salesforce
— the Governor’s Office of Information Technology
also is making sure its private cloud offerings act
like true on-demand, consumption-based services.
“If we’re going to do cloud, we need to provide
our customers with flexible architectures that
are elastic, very cost-efficient and cost-predictive,” said Colorado CTO David McCurdy. “I
think that gets lost in the conversation a lot.”
All of this is a conversation that’s sure to
continue as public CIOs plot the future of the
government data center. And we offer our new
report to help further the discussion. ¨
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National Association of State Technology Directors

www.nastd.org

Collaboration Through Partnerships~
Leveraging Core Competencies in State Government
Since 1978, the National Association of State Technology Directors (NASTD) has provided state government IT
professionals with timely information, educational programs and networking opportunities to support IT operational
excellence in state government.
The 2015 Annual Conference and Technology Showcase will address topics of interest across the wide spectrum of IT
strategy and operations, including: present and future challenges, management strategies, best practices and state and
federal initiatives.
&RQIHUHQFHSUHVHQWHUVZLOOLQFOXGHNH\RI¿FLDOVIURPIHGHUDOJRYHUQPHQWDJHQFLHVDQGLQLWLDWLYHVLQFOXGLQJWKH)HGHUDO
&RPPXQLFDWLRQV&RPPLVVLRQDQGWKH)LUVW1HW$XWKRULW\3ULYDWHVHFWRUWKRXJKWOHDGHUVVWDWH,7SURIHVVLRQDOVDQG
interested association stakeholders will also speak at the event.
Visit www.nastd.org or contact Pam Johnson at 859-244-8184 for more information.

38Annual Conference & Technology Showcase
th

August 23 - 27, 2015
Cincinnati, Ohio
Hilton Cincinnati Netherland Plaza Hotel
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In government,
sometimes climbing
the career ladder
means going local.

Trading

Places
By David Raths / Contributing Writer

No matter how talented they are, few government CIOs stay in the same
position long-term. A 2013 Gartner survey found that the average tenure of a public-sector CIO is 3.4 years. It has become
more common for CIOs to move through IT leadership positions in multiple layers of government, ranging from cities or
counties to state agencies to cabinet-level posts. Each position offers learning opportunities that can be applied in other
jurisdictions, even if the business processes, cultures and organization sizes are very different. For this article, Public CIO
spoke to five leaders who have made significant career changes about how they made the transition and use the
experience they gained in their current role.

Photos by David Kidd
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Joining a city in the midst of a bankruptcy,
Niblock is leaning on her experience gained
leading IT efforts in Louisville. She took that
job just as the city and county governments
were merging. “We were able to merge
systems that had been going in two different
directions into a single functioning system.”
Niblock also helped launch the department’s current financial system and directed
an upgrade to the 311 system. “The thing
I am most proud of is the team,” she said.
“They are a really strong group of people
providing good service at a really low cost.”
But none of that could adequately
prepare Niblock for what greeted her in
Detroit, where the issues were much more
fundamental. “A majority of computers
are more than 5 years old and don’t have
standardized office productivity suites,”
she said. “You can send somebody a
document and they can’t open it
Louisvillebecause their version is so old.”
Jefferson
A 10-year plan put together by
County, Ky.,
an emergency manager includes
to Detroit
approximately $125 million for IT
projects, Niblock said. And although
sshe realizes she can’t do it all at once,
there is a whirlwind of activity taking
place. Detroit is identifying a new financial
management and human resources system,
as well as upgrading the system for building safety, engineering and environmental
department permitting. There also will be
a new system for computer-aided dispatch.
“We also have to focus on the fundamentals,”
she said. “We have to make the infrastructure seamless by upgrading our network
to make it more resilient and redundant.”
Improving morale among IT employees
is another big job. The IT department used
to employ almost 200 people, but now has
34 staffers and 30 contractors. And while
some parts of the job are the same as in
realize that she’d soon adopt Detroit’s
Louisville, Niblock describes the situation
technology problems as her own.
as “very different,” adding that in Detroit,
But on that White House-sponsored
“it is all about empowering the team.” Her
trip, Niblock talked to Mayor Mike
team is starting to have project successes
Duggan about his vision for the city.
improving core services that everyone in
Apparently he liked what he heard from
city government expects to work well. A
Niblock because when he asked her to
recent example illustrates this upward
leave Louisville behind and come to
trajectory: The mayor’s chief of staff told
Detroit, he wouldn’t take no for an answer.
Niblock that she hasn’t thought about
Duggan is very realistic about the issues
problems with email in a long time. “I
facing the city, Niblock said. “He really
said that’s a good thing. When I first came
had an appreciation for what strong IT
here, they were thinking about it a lot.”
can do and the benefits it can bring.”

Beth Niblock
CIO, Detroit
AFTER 11 YEARS as CIO of Kentucky’s
Louisville-Jefferson County Metro
Government, Beth Niblock was asked
in 2013 by the White House Office of
Science and Technology Policy to join a
team of top municipal government technology officials traveling to Detroit to
consult with civic leaders on their vision
for economic revitalization. Little did she

www.public-cio.com
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TRADING PLACES

systems, adding that county leaders
and department-level staff have been
very open to new strategies, like cloud,
virtualization and crowdsourcing.
Looking back on his time in San Francisco,
Walton is most proud of having set up a
good IT governance structure and community connectivity efforts like Wi-Fi projects,
mobile apps, hackathons and open data.
In fact, he said, San Mateo is piggybacking on San Francisco’s experience and
success with open data, including getting the
community involved in evaluating policies
and tech tools. “We were able to learn from
that experience and spin up an open data
portal in San Mateo in under a year,” Walton
said. “We are realizing immediate
benefits. People are already using it.”
San Francisco and San Mateo
San Francisco
have interesting similarities and
to San Mateo
marked differences, Walton said.
County, Calif.
They have about the same population, around 800,000 people, and
share a border. Yet San Francisco is a
city and county. It is small geographically,
about a third of San Mateo County’s size, yet
owns everything in that space. And it has a
very large governmental organization, with
approximately 25,000 employees (compared
to only about 5,000 in San Mateo County).
“In San Francisco, when you have a
problem to solve, you own the infrastructure, the rights of way, the public
utilities,” he said. “The options to
problem-solve are broad. The downside is that it is such a big governmental
organization that it is difficult to get
people together to solve issues quickly.”
San Mateo County’s 744 square miles
includes 20 cities, with areas ranging from
urban high-tech to rural agricultural.
CIO, San Mateo County, Calif.
Another key difference is that the county
owns very little infrastructure. “I don’t
SAN FRANCISCO HAS A spirit of innoown assets to solve problems,” Walton
vation and risk-taking built into its DNA.
said, “so it causes me — in a good way — to
Jon Walton, who served as CIO of San
have a lot of partnership conversations
Francisco for almost six years, said he
with school districts, cities and transportook some of that spirit with him when
tation authorities to figure out how we
he moved down the peninsula to become
can come together on a shared vision.”
CIO of San Mateo County in 2013.
The smaller size of the county’s govern“San Francisco is known for not being
ment allows for a dynamic collaboraafraid of going outside normal approachtive environment, he added. “For me it is
es. That is an energizing approach to
easier to accomplish things because the
solving problems,” Walton said.
size allows me to make decisions more
When he arrived in San Mateo County,
quickly. That makes my job easier.”
Walton was eager to replace some aging

“

Jon Walton

It causes me —
in a good way —
to have a lot of
partnership conversations with school
districts, cities
and transportation
authorities to figure
out how we can
come together
on a shared vision.
10
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TRADING PLACES

Adel Ebeid
Chief Innovation Officer, Philadelphia
IN 2011, WHEN ADEL EBEID was talking to Mayor Michael Nutter and other
city leaders in Philadelphia about IT
operations, he strongly suggested that the
title CIO stand for chief innovation officer instead of chief information officer.
“I felt that technology was changing to
the point that CIOs really need to focus
more on the innovation agenda and less on
the back-office IT,” he said. “That doesn’t
mean you ignore it. It just means you really
need to solve it in nontraditional ways so
that you end up with resources that you
can dedicate to an innovation agenda.”

“

CIOs need to spend time
leading across. We tend
to lead up or manage
people who report to us,
but we don’t spend as
much time checking in
with peers and colleagues
and learning from what
they do well.

To continue on projects like that, I realized
Besides serving as New Jersey’s CIO
I needed to be on the local level.”
for more than five years, Ebeid was chief
Philadelphia’s KEYSPOT program, a
operating officer for the state’s Motor
coalition of community-based groups
Vehicle Commission for four years and CIO
of the Department of Environmental
ccommitted to bringing Internet
access, training and technology
Protection for 10 years. Looking
to all communities throughback at the hundreds of IT
New
out the city, is an example of
projects he worked on, the
Jersey to
the type of initiative Ebeid
ones that stand out are those
Philadelphia
thrives on. The effort has
that impacted peoples’ lives
launched 79 KEYSPOTS,
most directly. For instance, 15
offering a total of 847 workyears ago, New Jersey had the
stations across Philadelphia.
worst driver’s license in the country,
In making the move across the
he said. It was the only state left with a
Delaware River, Ebeid learned not to
paper license. “After Sept. 11, the governor
listen to war stories and negativity and
at the time gave a mandate to convert over
instead to focus on the glass being half
7 million licenses statewide to a digital
full. He suggests that IT leaders be more
license,” he said. The effort included
inclusive. “CIOs need to spend time
changing the business process, ensuring
leading across. We tend to lead up or
the ID verification process was in place
manage people who report to us, but
and transforming counter operations.
we don’t spend as much time check“Those are the kinds of projects I want
ing in with peers and colleagues and
to be involved in. I want to hear the
learning from what they do well.”
complaints and be part of the celebration.

Ebeid was interested in open data,
civic innovation and closing the digital divide, all of which are external and
public-facing. Traditional CIOs are
normally internally focused on optimizing operations and rarely have time to
engage in many of those initiatives.
At the time of those discussions,
Ebeid was not actively searching for a
new job. He had plenty on his plate as
CIO of New Jersey. But he was interested in testing out some of his ideas
about greater citizen engagement.
“At the state level, the CIO is several
layers removed from the day-to-day
constituent who consumes government services,” Ebeid explained.
“Whereas there are almost no buffers
or layers in between a CIO and citizens at the city level, so not only is
the feedback more immediate, but
the responses are much faster-paced.
It is a much different experience.”

www.public-cio.com
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TRADING PLACES

Cathy Maras

A big part of her effort there was getting
departments to collaborate by tying their
technology infrastructure together. The
work of the recorder of deeds, treasurer
and assessor are all interrelated, but they
all had separate databases of the same
land. “No one had thought of how to use
IT as an enabler,” she said, adding that
bringing departments together for volume
purchasing saved millions of dollars.
Maras was intrigued by the opportunity
to do many of the same things in Bexar
County, especially since civic leaders were
eager to consolidate and look for other
efficiencies. Bexar County and the San
Antonio region are growing exponentially,
Maras said, yet the tax revenue wasn’t
keeping pace, making technology an
important part of the solution in addressing the needs of a growing citizenry.
“How can we meet more citizen needs
without growing employee numbers?
My new bosses in county government

CIO, Bexar County, Texas
WHEN CATHY MARAS SAW the job
description for CIO in Bexar County, Texas,
she realized they were looking for someone
with the exact skills she had developed in
10 years as CIO of Cook County, Ill. “They
wanted to centralize IT, which is what I
had done in Cook County,” she recalled.
“When I filed my application, I got a call
from them within just a few hours.”
Maras said she really enjoyed her time as
CIO in Cook County, population 5.4 million,
but the effort was sometimes exhausting because of how much organizational
work was required. “When I arrived, we
had no centralized IT organization. There
was no network and not really a website,”
she said. “No one had thought about Y2K
until I walked in the door in March 1997. I
had to develop the first IT strategic plan to
bring Cook County into the 21st century.”

Cook County,
Ill., to Bexar
County, Texas

are all business-minded. They realized
technology enables the business. … They
were looking to rationalize IT spend and
also automate everything possible.”
The size of the IT organization she
manages now (140) is not that much different from the one she led in Cook County
(180). But the funding mechanisms are
different, and counties in Texas don’t
have as many avenues to raise revenue.
“IT funding is all about the business
case,” Maras said. “If you have a good
business case, they prioritize it.”
There have been some hiccups. Bexar
County was working on an integrated
justice system when the software company
building it, AMCAD, filed for bankruptcy
protection. “We had a surety bond and
are going out to the marketplace again,”
Maras said. In the meantime, her team is
building visual dashboards to make the
legacy mainframe code come to life.
Maras and her Bexar County team
won a 2013 award from Computerworld
Honors for their My Bexar Community
Dashboard, an interactive app that
allows users to click a location on a
map or enter an address and bring
up nine windows of jurisdiction
information about that location.
On a personal level, she has had to get
used to teasing about her Chicago accent.
“I am trying to learn to say ‘y’all,’” she said.

Jim Fowler
CIO, Kentucky
WHEN HE WAS HIRED as CIO of
Kentucky in 2013, Jim Fowler brought years
of experience as a CIO in both the public
and private sectors. The biggest difference
between private- and public-sector IT work,
he found, involves procurement — a lesson
he learned the hard way. In 2004, in his
second week on the job as vice president
of technology and information services at
the New York City Transit Authority, he
encountered a frustrating technical problem.
He called some private-sector consultants
he knew, who flew right out and helped
solve the problem. “When I turned the
invoice in, my controller said, ‘You can’t
do that. You have to put it out to bid.’”
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TRADING PLACES

[State versus
local IT] requires
a much more
strategic view
of the citizen.

New York
City to
Kentucky

Kentucky officials, including Gov. Steve
Beshear, appreciated Fowler’s experience at Navistar and York International,
as well as stints leading IT for transit
authorities in Chicago and New York.
But it was his most recent assignment
leading an IT consolidation effort for
New York City that was most appealing,
because Kentucky was about to launch
a consolidation initiative of its own.
Two years in, Fowler reports that
Kentucky’s consolidation is going
extremely well, predicting completion
in August. “Some of that success stems
from lessons I learned in New York,
where we weren’t nearly as successful.”
The biggest lesson was to make sure
you have strong executive support. Mayor
Michael Bloomberg issued an executive
order to start the consolidation, Fowler said,
“but when we got pushback from agencies,
they would go and plead their case and
he would give them an exemption. … We
ended up with an awful lot of exemptions.”
In Kentucky, not only does Fowler have
the governor’s full support, but he also

sits on the cabinet, which gives him a
peer-level relationship with other cabinet
members. “If there are pushbacks at the
mid-department level, I have the relationships to make that go away,” he said.
The other lesson learned by the New
York City consolidation was to re-badge
employees at the beginning. “In New York
we ended up fighting for every resource
even after the consolidation was done,” he
recalled. “Six months after we had finished
working with the Sanitation Department,
we were still fighting about how many
headcounts should be transferred and
what the cost relationships were.” In
Kentucky, step one was to transfer all 228
IT employees whose title had something
to do with infrastructure to the centralized department. “They knew they could
be reassigned wherever their skill set was
needed in the enterprise. That gave them
an incentive to be more cooperative.”
Overall, Fowler has found making
changes at the state level easier than
it was in New York City. Beyond the
consolidation, he’s enthusiastic about

a portal for new businesses, called
Kentucky Business One Stop, aimed
at making it easier to open a business. The next step is to develop a
one-stop citizen portal, he said.
Having worked in three different areas
of government — transit, city and state —
Fowler has noticed some key differences:
Transit has a very singular focus — moving
people from point A to point B in the most
effective and efficient way. The biggest
issue you deal with is the weather. In the
city, the focus is on providing services to
the residents but at a very transactional
level: water, clean streets, and police and
fire protection. “You are dealing with
everyday necessities, and there is not
a lot of strategic IT going on,” he said.
The state requires a much longer-range
view. It is still providing services to the
citizens, but through activities like road
construction, education, worker retraining and health care. “It requires a much
more strategic view of the citizen.” ¨
draths@mac.com
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Ammon, Idaho,
Technology Director
Bruce Patterson

By Colin Wood / Staff Writer

Thanks to the FCC, everyone’s
talking about it. But building your
own network is harder than it looks.
There are new opportunities to be found in the changing landscape of American
broadband. The president is leading an abolition of state laws that impede competition
against regional monopolies. The Federal Communications Commission reclassified
Internet service as a Title II utility under the Communications Act of 1934, cementing
the preservation of net neutrality. And the concept of municipal broadband has entered
the mainstream consciousness thanks to media coverage of exceptional governmentrun initiatives like the gigabit network in Chattanooga, Tenn.

Muni
Broadb
Goes

network to serve an entire region, or just
attract new competition, local government plays a growing role in the crucial
task of building the nation’s digital infrastructure. Exceptional or otherwise, the
cities that flourish tomorrow will be the
ones that started building 16 years ago.

Chattanooga’s success was born from
a unique culmination of timing, diligence
and experience that should be studied but
can scarcely be replicated. The city-owned
utility that operates the fiber network, the
Electric Power Board, has been in business for 80 years and started developing its gigabit network 16 years ago. The
people who run the acclaimed business
didn’t just start touching wires together
a couple weeks before a New York Times
reporter showed up to spread the good
news. Success is hard-won, even for those
predisposed to greatness. Launching a well
run municipal network is possible, desirable and worth pursuing in many cases, but
prudence prescribes tempered expectations.
Those who pursue a municipal network,
however, won’t find themselves alone —
there are more than 450 such networks
operating around the nation. Whether a
city wants to lay fiber to support its own
facilities, find partners that can expand a

Chris Mitchell, director of the Community
Broadband Networks Initiative at the Institute
for Local Self-Reliance, has watched communities at every stage of broadband development and knows what challenges lie ahead
for those starting the journey. Mitchell, also
the policy director at Next Century Cities, a
municipal broadband support organization
founded in 2014, has interviewed hundreds
of government leaders around the nation
who constitute the growing community of
municipal network operators. (Some of those
interviews can be heard on a weekly podcast
hosted by Mitchell called Broadband Bits.)

DAVID AGNELLO

First Steps

Mai
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MUNI BROADBAND GOES MAINSTREAM

The first step a community should take,
Mitchell said, is to identify what problem
is being solved by taking on broadband.
“You don’t just want better Internet
access,” Mitchell said. “You want to
know for whom and at what cost. Is your
problem connecting low-income populations? That requires different thinking
than if you’re just trying to attract some
high-tech businesses to your town.”
Forming a plan starts with gathering information. Some communities
contract an analyst, which can cost
$25,000 to $125,000 depending on the
size of the city and the depth of the
study conducted. Once a community
has a sense of what its resources are, it
can begin to set goals and work toward
them. But it’s important to be flexible,
Mitchell said — rigid planning has cursed
more than one broadband project.
One of the best ways to build a foundation for broadband is to evaluate upcoming
capital projects and look for opportunities
to lay fiber in the ground at a low cost,
Mitchell said. Many cities do this as a
matter of policy. Developing a solid plan
can take a couple of years, but everyone
who’s building new bridges or fixing roads
can start laying fiber immediately, a cheap
investment that holds its value, especially
if the city keeps a detailed inventory of
its fiber to reduce study costs later.

Kansas City, Mo.,
Assistant City
Manager Rick Usher

What Commitment Looks Like
Big cities have broadband challenges
too, but most municipal networks pop
up in places like Ammon, Idaho, a city
of more than 14,000 bordering Idaho
Falls in the eastern corner of the state.
Cities like Ammon circa 2005 represent
the nation’s true digital divide — entire
communities left behind by the market.
In 2006, however, city leaders began
discussing how best to connect two municipal facilities with a 100 Mbps connection.
They received two responses from vendors:
One company said “no thanks,” and the
other offered to take on the job for an
$80,000 initial charge and a $1,000 monthly
fee. Ammon Technology Director Bruce

DAVID AGNELLO

Ammon, Idaho,
Technology Director
Bruce Patterson
says the broadband
investment has been
worth it: “I don’t
spend anywhere
near the time diagnosing problems
and on the phone.”

Patterson mulled it over and decided the
city staff would do it themselves instead.
Ammon passed a resolution in 2008
and began working on a city-owned fiberoptic network in 2010. The project quickly
drew interest from other parts of the city
government. The Water Department
asked for its own connections to 12 well
sites where unreliable wireless connections were causing slow repair turnaround
times. Next, the Sewer Department asked
for connections, and parks and recreation followed. The city began leasing
fiber to businesses and is now considering extending fiber to residential homes.
Today, Ammon is in control of its operations and its own destiny, Patterson said.
“We spent a lot more and it will take
us 30 years to pay it all back, but the
reality is my operations and the quality of my ability to dictate what all of
these IT pieces are doing and how well
they function is dramatically different,”
Patterson said. “I don’t spend anywhere
near the time diagnosing problems and
on the phone. ... My operations are simple
and everything works so much better. I
would say just from how much easier it
is to do all of those things, it was worth
it just for that. Way less frustration.”
The short version makes the story
sound simple, but it wasn’t. Doing new
things is fraught with strife unknown.
“I don’t think I understood what an
exercise in political will this was going
to be. It really is a huge exercise in determination and willpower,” said Patterson.
“Every two years, I have the potential of
certain members of my council leaving,
and there’s a completely new re-education
process of ‘Why are we into this? What
does it cost? What are we doing?’ Be
prepared for a longer road than you think,
and be prepared to revisit these things and
support your decisions. Part of that also
means you’ve got to be willing to be flexible. You’ve got to be willing to readjust
your course if that’s what’s required.”
It would have been easy to give up and
hire out the work, Patterson said. He
guessed that someone with less resolve
would have jumped at that opportunity several times over the years.
“I really, really wrestled with saying,
‘I don’t know that we really want to do
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MUNI BROADBAND GOES MAINSTREAM

this, because what does our staff look
like? How much energy are we going to
put into maintaining and operating this?
Can I really do this?’” Patterson said. “I
had a few days of real self-examination.”
Even today, the future of Ammon’s
network is unclear. The city wants to
deliver fiber to homes, but Idaho is
predominantly a Dillon’s Rule state,
which means government needs explicit
authority to do things, and the state
doesn’t have municipal broadband rules.
But the new stance of the FCC and
the Obama administration could push
things forward in places like Ammon.
“I think to some extent it does give us a
little more courage to take further steps,”
Patterson said, “because it starts to become
evident that there are other people who are
looking the same way, that they’re seeing
our barriers to broadband investment.”

were sites where they were behind municipal facilities, not too close to the street.”
The Google Fiber City Checklist —
which the company now uses as a road map
for municipal deployments — was created
from the transcripts of late-night phone calls
between Google and Kansas City when they
were first figuring things out. The city never
kept Google waiting more than 48 hours
for an answer to something, Usher said.
A lot of people say Kansas City rolled
over and played dead for Google. Maybe
that’s true, but look where it got the city.
It’s dating a supermodel. And people
who date supermodels get attention from

other supermodels. A new generation of
entrepreneurs is making homes there, and
businesses are sprouting up in the city
around the institution that Google created.
Kansas City is now working with Cisco to
become one of the company’s smart cities.

Because I Said So
Seattle is among those cities that
failed to entice Google Fiber. It also
botched the development of a municipal
network after its inexperienced project
partner, Gigabit Squared, skipped out
early. Seattle is the nation’s fastestgrowing large city, home to Amazon,

Committed to Broadband?
Cities looking to improve their connectivity options for government, education and citizen
use fall into distinct categories depending on their goals and infrastructure. Here’s our take
on what the municipal broadband continuum looks like.

Secret to Success
In 2011, Kansas City, Mo., was selected
over 1,100 others to be the first Google Fiber
city. It’s a major city with a lot of neat attractions, but Kansas City is also what many
call “fly-over country,” and Assistant City
Manager Rick Usher admitted as much.
It’s not Milan, and after Kansas City was
selected, a lot of other cities had the
same thought. Google is a supermodel,
they said — what is she doing with you?
Kansas City may be less alluring,
but it knew the recipe to being attractive and successful: Give people what
they want and never say no. Kansas City
engaged its entrepreneurial community
to show Google they shared common
interests. The city submitted its initial
response using Google Docs as a token
of goodwill, and when Google asked
where the relationship was going, Kansas
City had an engagement ring ready.
Kansas City officials succeeded where
others did not because they did what
others couldn’t — they were flexible for
selfish reasons. The city waived fees
for street closures and traffic permits,
and kept finding ways to say yes.
“Other cities couldn’t come to an agreement on free access to city facilities to locate
[Google’s] fiber huts,” Usher explained. “And
the way we agreed to that, it was mutually
agreed-upon locations. We ensured they

Tier 1

These cities are unprepared or uninterested in building their own
networks, but recognize that broadband market offerings don’t meet their needs.
Kansas City, Mo., for example, attracted Google Fiber, which built a gigabit network
for it. Not everyone can attract a Google, but cities can benefit by changing inefficient
practices.

Tier 2

These cities build a fiber network for internal use to connect
government buildings, schools and libraries. Though contracting a network’s
installation and maintenance is easier than doing it in-house, many municipalities
have found that this approach often pays for itself and opens economic development
opportunities later.

Tier 3

Leasing dark fiber or unused fiber strands on an existing internal
network. Many municipalities either already own or can start laying fiber in the
ground at minimal cost and then lease the infrastructure to businesses and Internet
service providers. Palo Alto, Calif., though an atypical case, has raised more than $20
million this way.

Tier 4

Expanding the city’s internal service to serve customers. Santa Monica,
Calif., followed this model, first serving itself, then leasing dark fiber, followed by
providing services to the public and businesses that didn’t have the technical expertise
to lease dark fiber.

Tier 5

Building a municipally run network that serves an entire community
or region with broadband. Chattanooga, Tenn., and Lafayette, La., represent the most
successful and well known implementations of this option.

www.public-cio.com
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MUNI BROADBAND GOES MAINSTREAM

the hurdle for entry is too high, meaning that the first company to a given
market has a well protected monopoly.
The problem, Schrier said, is that regulations often are a knee-jerk reaction to
complaints.
“The people who are most vocal are
the complainers,” he explained. “Fifty-five
percent of people may want something to
happen, but they don’t feel passionate enough
to actually make a statement to their city

Microsoft, Boeing and a burgeoning
entrepreneurial crowd, but it continues
to be hampered by the same affliction
that nags many other cities: inflexibility.
Former Seattle CIO Bill Schrier
said unwillingness to change old rules
hamstrings city efforts to boost broadband
access. Schrier, now a senior policy analyst
for the Washington State CIO’s Office, isn’t
necessarily a municipal broadband advocate
— it’s not the right choice for many cities, he

Fifty-five percent
of people may
want something
to happen, but
they don’t feel
passionate enough
to actually make a
statement to their
city council
member.

Bill Schrier, former Seattle CIO, says
rigid rules prevent meaningful change
to broadband access in the city.

DAVID KIDD

want to have the conversation with both
providers and the community to understand their concerns and figure out how
we can have consistency in our regulatory approaches that still enable innovation while protecting our consumers.”
In addition, Seattle is working with
companies interested in leasing its dark
fiber. But the city remains ideologically
challenged by Google’s strategy of building first where the take rate is highest.

council member. I think the fact that we institute bureaucratic rules is often in response to
perceived public input.” It takes leaders with
vision and guts to challenge the status quo on
these issues, Schrier said.

said. But whether a city intends to pursue
a municipal network, an investor who will
build one for the city, or will simply foster
fair competition in the market, sticking to
old rules is a sure way to be left behind.
It’s common for cities to have regulations that are unfair or that don’t make
sense. In Seattle, for instance, if someone
wants to attach new equipment to a utility pole and that pole needs repairs, it’s
the newcomer who foots the bill and
everyone already attached to the pole
doesn’t have to pay anything. This type
of thinking is inconsistent with policy
goals and it plagues the city, said Schrier,
who was CIO there for nine years.
Seattle, like many other cities, also
had cable franchise minimum build-out
requirements that required companies to serve all residences in franchise
zones, if they are allowed to serve
anyone. Although such rules initially
helped ensure that everyone had access
to cable TV, they now prevent competitors from entering the market because

Signs of Progress
Seattle is changing, however, and that
means other cities can change too. Newly
elected Seattle Mayor Ed Murray is leading a
new broadband strategy that lowered barriers
to market entry, removed cable franchising
minimum build-out requirements and sped
up utility pole attachment times. Google
isn’t yet clamoring for big municipalities like
Seattle, but others, like CenturyLink, are
expanding their networks in the city, with
4,500 homes now in reach of gigabit lines,
and Comcast raised speeds to compete.
The city also has a new CTO, Michael
Mattmiller, who started Seattle down
a different path when he took office in
June 2014. “I think what we want to be
focused on is reducing regulatory barriers
to competition,” Mattmiller said. “We

Seattle’s plan requires equity in service.
There need to be financial options for everyone, and the city’s broadband plan doesn’t
include leaving anyone behind — and including everyone in the caravan often means
moving slower. “Equal,” “affordable” and
“competitive” are the keywords the city
uses to rally around its broadband vision.
But Mattmiller said that Seattle has moved
fast in the year he’s been with the city. And
while calling Seattle flexible may be a step too
far, Murray demonstrates how a commitment
to innovation in technology can spur new
competition to expand a broadband market.
“We know it’s not the entire city yet and
we need to get there, but it’s definitely a
start,” said Mattmiller. “[Seattle] can really
think creatively about how to solve problems
and engage the community, and that’s part of
how the broadband strategy was formed — by
listening to the community and looking at
what we need as a region to be economically
competitive and meet our equity ideals.” ¨
cwood@govtech.com
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SPECIAL REPORT

A NEW GENERATION

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

The conventional dedicated
data center — while still
the dominant choice in the
public sector — is no longer
the only choice. State and
local governments now
have four well-tested and
primary approaches to data
center operations.

OF GOVERNMENT
DATA CENTERS

T

TABLE OF CONTENTS
2 A New Generation of Government Data Centers

exas, the nation’s second largest state in
terms of territory and population, is proud
of the big, bold ways it gets things done.

Texas has managed to do something bold with its

4 The Dedicated Data Center

biggest IT asset. After becoming one of the ﬁrst
states to outsource its data center, Texas replaced

8 Shared Data Center/Community Cloud

one deal with another in 2012 that is unlike most
other outsourcing arrangements.

11 The Public Cloud

Instead of having one provider, Texas
outsourced diﬀerent aspects, from infrastructure

16 Outsourced Data Centers

to service integration, to multiple vendors. The
net result is that the state now has just two

20 Overcoming Common Data Center Diﬃculties

data centers serving 30 state agencies. “This
new model provides greater transparency and

23 Data Center Best Practices and Lessons Learned

accountability for the delivery of services to our
state agency customers and opens the door for

25 A Wealth of Options for Optimizing
Government Data Centers

adding IT capabilities seamlessly,” says Dale
Richardson, chief operations oﬃ cer for the
Department of Information Resources (DIR).1
The DIR is now focusing on adding public
cloud services in conjunction with its existing
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private community cloud. “We are transforming our
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existing private cloud oﬀerings into a true converged

agencies, allowing multiple departments

infrastructure data center with public cloud options

or jurisdictions to operate within the same

for delivering services faster and more cost-

government data center.

• Public Cloud: Cloud-based approaches such

eﬀectively to our customers,” says Richardson.

as platform-, infrastructure- and software-as-

In other words, there’s a little bit of
everything for the state. But it adds up to a

a-service oﬀer a new, exciting array of beneﬁts

very big and diﬀerent way to run a data center

by improving scalability and ﬂexibility, and

— the governance structure is diﬀerent, giving

lowering operating costs.

• Outsourced: Outsourcing all or some of data

participating state agencies a say in what the

center management to a private organization

data center does.

can optimize operational performance,

As the Texas story illustrates, there’s currently

customer value and cost.

a lot going on with government data centers. A
survey by the Center for Digital Government (CDG),
conducted for this report, found most state and

Each of these models comes with their own

local governments — 71 percent — still run their

unique beneﬁ ts and tradeoﬀs. The sections that
follow will walk through the diﬀerent approaches

own dedicated data centers, although interest and
utilization of other data center models are growing.

2

and how some states and localities are using

Newer choices include shared models, community

them. In addition, the Special Report will

data center environments and even public cloud

provide an overview of some of the challenges

approaches. Outsourcing is another alternative,

governments face, and best practices for building

which isn’t new, but as Texas has demonstrated,

and managing a new generation of government

can be done in an innovative way.

data centers. The intention is to provide a better

State and local governments are striving for

understanding of the choices that have opened

greater eﬃciencies, reliability and cost savings

up in recent years — choices that will help convert

when it comes to data center operations. To meet

one of the biggest drains in government IT

those goals, they need to take advantage of new

budgets into a valuable asset for the future. ¨

technologies as well as new business models.
The good news is the conventional dedicated
data center — while still the dominant choice in
the public sector — is no longer the only choice.

When asked whether their organization’s primary data
center currently met data, storage and security needs,
government leaders responded:

As this report will show, state and local
governments now have four well-tested and
primary approaches to data center operations:

• Dedicated Data Center: Historically, state
and local governments have maintained
their own dedicated data centers for optimal

51% SOMEWHAT MEETS

control, security and disaster recovery. With

OUR NEEDS

consolidation and new technologies, the

38% FULLY MEETS OUR NEEDS
6% DOESN’T MEET OUR NEEDS
5% UNKNOWN

dedicated data center continues to evolve as
data needs grow.

• Shared Data Center/Community Cloud:
The shared services/community cloud model
is gaining momentum among government

SOURCE: CDG DATA CENTER SURVEY, 2015
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TRADITIONAL APPROACH

Creating Efficiencies in
Government’s Biggest IT Asset

T

Rami Zakaria,
CIO, Sacramento
County, Calif.

he dedicated data center of today, in many

JESSICA MULHOLLAND

THE
DEDICATED
DATA
CENTER:
Traditionally, data center sprawl was a

cases, looks like a smaller, more stream-

component of government technology — a state or

lined version of its past self. Massive enter-

locality would have numerous centers supporting

prise data centers or numerous centers distributed

diﬀerent departments. When examining how to

throughout a jurisdiction to support each agency

streamline IT operations, data centers came into

independently are mostly a thing of the past. While

the spotlight as one key area where governments

that setup remains in some states and localities, IT

could eliminate redundancy and modernize.

consolidation and new technologies have changed

Coupled with new technologies like virtualization,

the makeup and organization of public sector data

the data center environment has changed

centers throughout the U.S.

drastically. Now, instead of supporting numerous

First, it helps to deﬁne what a dedicated data

facilities across an enterprise, CIOs are ﬁnding

center is and how it looks in today’s technology

eﬃciency in data center consolidation. Utah, for

environment. A dedicated or enterprise data

example, has a primary data center and a failover

center refers to on-premises computing in which

site — a vast change from the 35 separate centers

equipment, like servers, is housed in a dedicated

it ran in the past. And the United States’ most

space, acting as a central hub for IT operations

populous county, Los Angeles, announced plans

and infrastructure. This is the traditional setup

in 2014 to replace its aging central data center and

many envision when using the term data center: a

consolidate most of its 64 other data repositories

temperature-controlled facility ﬁlled with aisles of
racks containing the equipment necessary to run a

into a single facility.3
“With a proper assessment, Los Angeles

government’s critical IT systems.

County will be on a path to signiﬁcantly lower
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operating, hardware and maintenance costs;

50 Gbps speciﬁcation that is expected to

reduce its existing footprint; and establish a

hit the market in 2016. In contrast, today’s

state-of-the-art, energy-eﬃcient, automated data

speeds have focused on 10 Gbps and

center,” says Lisa Richardson, senior deputy for

40 Gbps. 5 The higher speed will better

communications for the oﬃce of Supervisor Mark

accommodate bandwidth demands and

Ridley-Thomas. “Creating this data center will allow

enable new capabilities. Industry analysts

[the] county government’s application systems to

also predict that real-world uses of

be more agile.”4

100 Gbps will emerge in the near future.6

Technology Trends

• Green IT Solutions: The rising cost of

The drive toward consolidation has been met

electricity has many data center operators
looking for ways to increase the energy

found their place in on-premises data centers,

eﬃciency of their facilities. Natural air cooling,

helping to streamline the facilities to be more

use of renewable energy, low-power servers,

eﬃcient, cost-eﬀective and reliable. Technologies

consolidation and virtualization can contribute

impacting dedicated data centers include:

to creating an energy-eﬃcient atmosphere.

• Virtualization: Virtualization has been a

For example, natural or free air cooling uses

JESSICA MULHOLLAND

with new and emerging technologies that have

game changer for data centers. The journey

outside air when appropriate to cool the

from the physical to the virtual — in which the

facility instead of relying on refrigeration or

physical device’s software is run on a virtual

air conditioning units. When Montana was

device — allows governments to reduce the

designing its new data center that opened

infrastructure housed in the data center.

in 2010, it included a state-of-the-art cooling

The beneﬁ ts include less heat generation,

system, called a heat wheel, which uses cold

hardware cost savings, a reduction in the

air outside the building to control the climate

carbon footprint and easier backups.

inside the facility.7
Other organizations are measuring their

• Storage: As a core component of a data

data center performance, or power usage

center, storage is essential to operations.

eﬀectiveness (PUE), to lower operating costs

Numerous technologies are available to

and increase eﬃciency. PUE is the amount of

help data center operators gain eﬃ ciencies,

power used by a data center facility divided

including deduplication, compression,

by the energy delivered to the computing

cloning, thin provisioning and solid-state

equipment, illustrating the power consumption

drives. Storage can account for 25 to 50

of the data center. As vendors work to stay

percent of a data center’s cost, so any

competitive, data centers are becoming more

additional eﬃ ciencies in this space can

eﬃcient at lower price points. This means that

make a big impact on a government’s

data centers that are relatively new, just 10 to

bottom line.

15 years old, are not as eﬃcient as the newest
data centers, resulting in higher operating

• Ethernet: Ethernet is the go-to method

costs for the organization.

for connecting servers with storage and

Some states are also implementing more

networking equipment. New Ethernet

eﬃcient data centers in an eﬀort to reduce

speeds are being discussed by the industry

their carbon footprint. For example, California

group Ethernet Alliance, including a

Gov. Jerry Brown released a new target to
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reduce the state’s greenhouse gas emissions

CIO of Sacramento County, Calif. “From a physical

to 40 percent of the 1990 levels by 2030.8 As

point of view, we are secure. It’s the new global

other states adopt similar goals, and the cost

threat to information technology from hackers and

of power increases, operators will continue

malware out there, that’s what we’re striving to

to look at ways to cut expenses while also

protect the county from.”9 Today he is focused on

implementing environmentally friendly features.

zero-day viruses or threats — those that traditional
virus protection software cannot detect. The

A Look at the Pros and Cons

county is implementing a security information

Directly running and controlling a data

and event management system, which takes logs

center has remained at the heart of many public

from network equipment to show where traﬃc

sector IT shops because of the level of control

is coming from and if there are any threats or

it provides to the government and its leaders.

abnormal behavior.

Having an on-premises enterprise data center

In addition, Sacramento County built a

gives the IT agency complete control of the

robust network DMZ to secure its infrastructure,

facility. Many say this is the dedicated data

and implemented service bus technology that

center’s biggest beneﬁ t.

provides secure access to county data between

Security is both a strength and weakness

the network zones. Other security measures

for this data center model. While an on-premises

include pre-employment background checks

facility allows for the direct control of physical

for Department of Technology staﬀ members

security, as well as knowing and selecting who

and guards on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the data center

can access the center, today’s data security

building 24/7.

environment is changing constantly as new threats

Disaster recovery is another key

emerge. “The top thing on my mind right now is

consideration. Many governments that run

securing the county IT assets,” says Rami Zakaria,

their own data center have a backup facility or

Beneﬁts of a Dedicated Data Center Approach

33%
31%
17%
10%
4%
3%

Security
Level of control over technology and implementation

Ability to be maintained by internal staﬀ

Flexibility of on-premises or remote data center location

Do not know
Other

2% None
SOURCE: CDG DATA CENTER SURVEY, 2015
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The top thing on my mind right now is securing the county IT assets. From a
“physical
point of view, we are secure. It’s the new global threat to information
technology from hackers and malware out there, that’s what we’re striving to
protect the county from.”

Rami Zakaria, CIO, Sacramento County, Calif.

secondary center in the event of a power outage

Looking to the Future

or emergency. Based on industry surveys, IT

The dedicated data center is likely to

downtime can cost an organization as much

become more streamlined as virtualization and

as $5,600 per minute in losses, but running a

other technologies continue to play roles in the

second facility can also be expensive.10 Many

infrastructure environment. Zakaria sees the

considerations must be made when investing

size of data centers continuing to shrink

in a secondary site — for example, selecting

as technology changes and the physical

the location is an extremely strategic decision.

infrastructure becomes smaller.

The failover site needs to be in an area that isn’t

And many see dedicated data centers

likely to be aﬀected by an outage, which could

moving (if they haven’t already) toward a

render the primary data center inoperable for a

hybrid model in which some systems are kept

prolonged period of time. Equipment to ensure

on physical servers and others are moved to

uptime also must be considered for both the

the cloud or hosted in an outsourced data

primary and secondary data centers, including

center. This can be seen in Utah where the

uninterruptible power supplies like generators,

state’s Department of Technology Services is

battery banks and redundant power sources.

implementing a software-deﬁned data center.

Sacramento County’s most critical systems

According to information from CDG’s 2014 Digital

are replicated to its secondary data center.

States Survey, the transition from mainframe

“We have implemented network solutions that

computing to a virtual systems open computing

allow us to switch over very rapidly and resume

environment was nearly complete as of late

operations,” Zakaria says. However, he adds, that

2014.11 One mainframe application will remain

hasn’t been necessary since the county built its

once Utah ﬁnishes deploying its new Medicaid

new data center in 1997.

management information system (MMIS).
This is similar to the approach in

The cost and time of running a dedicated
data center also needs to be considered

Sacramento County, where Zakaria says

carefully. From the infrastructure to the cost

the data center is already a hybrid, as some

of power and cooling to paying for enterprise

computing is hosted in the cloud. The most

license agreements, when a government runs

critical information systems, however, are going

its own facility, there are numerous factors that

to remain on-premises in the data center. “We

should be accounted for in the monthly, annual

are evaluating system by system what could

and total cost of ownership expenses. “Data

possibly be hosted in the cloud,” he says.
The enterprise data center isn’t likely to

centers are an expensive proposition to maintain
and keep up to date,” Zakaria says. Additionally,

disappear in the face of new technologies and

the slow pace of updates and upgrades made

services — instead it will continue to evolve

to the data center can hinder developers’ ability

to meet government’s needs and align with

to innovate.

best practices. ¨
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COMMUNAL APPROACH

possible than in the past. Studies at the Harvard

SHARED DATA
CENTER /
COMMUNITY
CLOUD:

that shared services can generate productivity

Kennedy School of Government have shown
improvements in excess of 20 percent.12

How Data Center Sharing Works
Essex, Mass., a small town of 3,500 residents,
embraced the shared services concept wholeheartedly. According to Brendhan Zubricki, town
administrator, Essex participates in a number
of regional partnerships, including a regional
dispatch center for emergency services and
wastewater treatment provided by a neighboring
city. It also participates in a regional school district
for public education. As a result, the idea of
sharing IT infrastructure with Melrose, a larger city

Multiplying the Number of Tenants

about 25 miles from Essex, was an easy sell to the
town’s elected board of selectmen.
“When I brought up another way to

A

mong the emerging options for government

potentially improve eﬃ ciency and save on costs

data centers is a shared model, in which

at the same time, they were all for trying it out,”

one entity acts as a service provider, oﬀering

Zubricki says.13

space in its data center, and others consume it as-a-

Following an infusion of grant funding from

service. According to the CDG survey conducted

the state a few years ago, nearby Melrose, Mass.,

for this report, 11 percent of respondents currently

embarked upon an infrastructure upgrade and data

participate in a shared or community cloud

center consolidation. Melrose CIO Jorge Pazos

alongside other public sector agencies. And the

explained that developing a scalable multi-tenant

future looks bright for the shared data center model

cloud platform could generate revenue for the city

— another 20 percent indicated they had plans to

and position it favorably for future grant awards.
“We were trying to consolidate our own stuﬀ

move to this type of model in the near future.

and create opportunities that we didn’t currently

While some in the public sector are

have at that point in time,” Pazos explains.14

understandably reluctant to give up the control

Essex, which was using a traditional server-

they enjoy when hosting their IT resources in a
dedicated on-site data center, others welcome

client system, was just two years into its ﬁve-

the idea of someone else taking responsibility

year technology refresh cycle. The early decision

for these assets, provided they have the capacity

gave Zubricki and his team time to work through

and meet the necessary security thresholds to

the inevitable kinks that would come up during

satisfy both technical and political leadership.

the migration process. For their trouble as an
early adopter, they received discounted pricing

Chief among the advantages cited by
subscribers to the shared model is the opportunity it

from Melrose. The initiative was started by

oﬀers to cut costs — a factor that registers on every

moving Essex’s user data to Melrose’s updated

public sector decision-maker’s priority list. Advances

infrastructure. The process, including testing,

in IT have made the sharing of infrastructure more

took about a year.
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Zubricki estimates cost savings are about half
the total cost of refreshing the previous system.

and operating expenditures while increasing our
overall compute resources capacity.”16
Garza describes the approach as a multi-

Essex also beneﬁts from the expertise of Melrose’s
professional IT staﬀ, as well as a complete image of

tenant, shared services virtual infrastructure.

its data and virtual desktops on Melrose’s system.

This model has proved adept at handling

Full access to information from anywhere with an

demand during the state’s ongoing drought,

Internet connection gives Essex the opportunity to

giving the Department of Water Resources fast

explore options like teleworking for its employees,

access to years of data on everything from

while oﬀering nearly seamless access to network

water flows and soil erosion to climate change

resources in the event of an emergency.

and population growth.
Overall, the shared services model signiﬁcantly

The setup also greatly simpliﬁes the process
when it comes time to introduce a new application

reduced CNRA’s IT capital expenditures and oper-

or update. “We can do that centrally and it’s

ational costs. Along with more compute capacity,

done for everyone,” Zubricki explains. He also
appreciates the time savings, as he has a lot
more on his plate than making sure IT is running
smoothly. “I realize you could theoretically make
updates centrally in a server-client environment,
but it’s much more complicated, it takes a lot more
expertise and it doesn’t work as well,” he says.
Melrose has since added nearby Saugus,
Mass., to the list of cities in its multi-tenant environment, hosting its ﬁnancial systems and a couple of
in-house application servers. According to Pazos,
the goal is to host ﬁve cities, driving down costs
for all participants. “We didn’t want to take a ‘build
it and they will come’ approach, because if we
built it, we would have owned it,” he says. “And
[we would have] had to run it with no one helping
to pay for it.”15
While the Essex-Melrose partnership is one
example of how data center sharing can achieve
economies of scale, sometimes the model can
support growing technology demands within a
state agency. When the California CIO mandat-

11%

ed that its agencies consolidate IT operations, the
California Natural Resources Agency (CNRA) saw

infrastructure platform based on virtualization

OF RESPONDENTS
CURRENTLY PARTICIPATE
IN A SHARED OR COMMUNITY
CLOUD ALONGSIDE OTHER PUBLIC
SECTOR AGENCIES.

and the private cloud concept,” says CIO Tim

SOURCE: CDG DATA CENTER SURVEY, 2015

the mandate as an opportunity to build a shared
services model for the agency.
“We decided to create a shared

Garza. “This approach would reduce IT’s capital
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space in the state-of-the-art facility to house its
backup mainframe and other equipment. The
initial setup required a 10 Gbps link between the
Helena facility and the Salem, Ore., data center,
located about 700 miles away in the northwest
corner of the state. Since the initial agreement,
Oregon has continued to add equipment for
disaster recovery purposes.18
The SMDC facility boasts a number of
DAVID KIDD

features, including advanced energy eﬃciency
measures such as a cooling system that exchanges
outside air for the warmer air inside the data

Having a disaster recovery data center built in Miles City
that far away allows us to safely, within the conﬁnes of our
own border, have a data center that’s suﬃciently isolated
from any major event that would occur here in Helena.”

“

Ron Baldwin, CIO, Montana

center, greatly limiting the need for conventional
air conditioning and contributing to the building’s
enviably low PUE rating.
Multiple layers of physical security, including
biometrics, camera monitoring, security patrols
and isolation chambers, further limit exposure
of the equipment within. In addition, Montana

the agency is oﬀering new technologies as the

complies with National Institute of Standards and

needs arise, for everything from big data analytics

Technology (NIST) cybersecurity standards, and

and virtual desktops to mobile apps and devices.

meets HIPAA and IRS requirements.

The Backup Option

The Future of Shared Data Centers/
Community Cloud

At the other end of the size spectrum, states
are looking outside of their borders to shore up their

The shared data center model has potential

posture in the event of a major network upheaval.

to grow. According to CDG’s survey, of all the

And for some, shared services are the answer.

platforms state and local IT leaders plan to

Montana is the fourth largest state

transition to, shared centers rank highest at

geographically, giving it some backup options

20 percent. Both small jurisdictions and large

within state limits not feasible in other areas. The

state agencies have embraced the concept and

15,000 square foot State of Montana Data Center

beneﬁ ted from cost savings, adoption of new

(SMDC) is located in the capitol city of Helena,

technologies and expanded data capacity.

while the Miles City data center, measuring 8,600

With the specter of rising construction
costs, especially in urban environments,

square feet, is situated nearly 350 miles away.
“Having a disaster recovery data center built

increasing energy needs and limited growth

in Miles City that far away allows us to safely,

in government IT budgets, it’s reasonable to

within the conﬁnes of our own border, have a

expect more states and localities to seek out

data center that’s suﬃ ciently isolated from any

some form of shared data center, coupled with

major event that would occur here in Helena,”

community cloud services.
“These new models of IT are conducive to

says state CIO Ron Baldwin.

17

Two years after the SMDC was built, the state
of Oregon approached Montana about sharing

where government is going,” says Garza. “It’s
no longer about ownership of everything.” ¨
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CLOUD APPROACH

THE PUBLIC CLOUD:
Improving Scalability and Flexibility

M

oving government systems and data to

requirements. For instance, Texas announced plans

the public cloud — that is, hosted services

in 2013 to move more than 100,000 state workers to a

and platforms operated by commercial

public cloud email platform that meets FBI standards

businesses — is the least common data center

for safeguarding law enforcement data and HIPAA

option, according to the CDG survey. On the other

standards for protecting patient medical records.20

hand, the public cloud may oﬀer some of the

The same year, New York said it would consolidate

biggest opportunities for government agencies as

email systems and move as many as 120,000

solutions mature and public sector leaders become

employees to a cloud-based email platform.21
Web hosting is another relatively common task

more comfortable with the concept.

for the public cloud. In 2012, Georgia moved its

Just 7 percent of survey respondents said
they currently use the public cloud as a data center

state Web portal, which includes 80 public-facing

platform, but that number is poised to grow. Fifteen

websites, to an open source content management

percent said they expect to transition to public

system hosted in the public cloud. Los Angeles

cloud platforms and services in the near future.

announced a similar move in 2014, encompassing
20 city government websites.22

Signiﬁcant Cloud Deployments Emerge
Next Steps:
Financial Services, Data Storage

It’s not hard to ﬁnd signiﬁcant examples
of public cloud deployment in state and local

As governments gain conﬁdence, they’re moving

government. Hosted email and collaboration suites
have been among the ﬁrst and most popular targets.

other important systems into the public cloud. Cities

One of the ﬁrst came in 2009, when the city of

like Orlando, Fla., and Corpus Christi, Texas, have

Los Angeles signed an agreement to move 30,000

deployed cloud-based enterprise resource planning

municipal employees to a commercially hosted

(ERP) systems hosted by commercial providers.

email platform. Although the city struggled to move

And the city of Boston has steadily grown its use of

police oﬃcers onto the platform due to security

a popular hosted citizen relationship management

concerns — and ultimately abandoned that part

(CRM) platform to create an information hub that

of the plan in 2011 — it succeeded in transitioning

supports business and community development.23

19

15%

more common for government agencies, and

storage also is on the rise. Several years ago, a four-

commercial providers have become more adept at

state group consisting of Montana, Colorado, Utah

OF SURVEY
RESPONDENTS PLAN
TO TRANSITION
TO PUBLIC CLOUD
PLATFORMS IN THE
NEAR FUTURE.

complying with public sector security and privacy

and Oregon completed a shared contract to store

SOURCE: CDG DATA CENTER SURVEY, 2015

Given the exponential growth of data collected

17,000 other municipal email users to the cloud.

by government agencies, interest in cloud-based

Since then, cloud-based email has become
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GIS, video and other content in the cloud.24 This

on a single version and move computing and

resulted in a Utah-led cooperative procurement

storage infrastructure to the public cloud.

with contracts awarded to four public cloud hosting
services that are now used in 10 states.25

Denver CTO Scott Cardenas says the transition will reduce the number of staﬀ members

Now Oakland, Calif., is looking toward the

dedicated to supporting city email systems,

public cloud to solve a new challenge facing many

allowing them to work on more valuable tasks.

municipal police forces: storing mountains of video

“We don’t think that the best thing we do as

captured by wearable cameras.

a technology organization is administer an

The city is testing a cloud-based system for

Exchange environment,” he says. “If we’re

storing video produced by 600 wearable cameras

bogged down managing an environment like

used by police oﬃcers. Over a year’s time, each

that, we’re not really focused on innovation and

camera can generate terabytes of data. The city
retains the data for ﬁve years, so internal systems

driving better services for citizens.”27
The city also expects to go live with a new

were quickly being overwhelmed.

cloud-based CRM system later this year, replacing
an aging in-house system that’s no longer supported

The cloud-based solution Oakland is
examining alleviates the capacity problem and

by the vendor. The new system will power Denver’s

complies with strict FBI rules for information

311 call center and be used by more than 20 other

security. “It will give us almost unlimited room to

city divisions for case management.
Denver Deputy CIO Christine Binnicker says

store video,” says Oakland Police Oﬃcer Dave
Burke.26 “It will also give us the redundancy, security

moving CRM to the public cloud gives the city

and everything else that we’re looking for.”

industry-leading customer service features while
eliminating 11 servers and 15 databases used to

Denver Goes Cloud First

support the old system. “We’re adding functionality

Suﬃ ce it to say that governments are actively

beyond our wildest dreams and also taking a big

evaluating public cloud solutions, and they’re

footprint out of our data center,” she says. “It’s

adopting a signiﬁcant number of them to replace

hitting two of our strategic goals very squarely.”

functions traditionally handled in-house. What’s

For instance, the new solution, built on a platform-

more, they expect to move even more tasks to

as-a-service model, allows users to quickly plug in

the public cloud in the future. The consolidated

standard pre-built features or create their own.

city and county of Denver — population 650,000

Finally, the city is replacing an obsolete

— encapsulates this trend. The city government

on-premises ERP system with a cloud-based

established a cloud-ﬁrst policy several years

human resources and ﬁnancials suite. The move

ago. Since then it has weighed the beneﬁ ts and

will eliminate 22 servers and 35 databases that

viability of cloud-based solutions during every

are maintained in-house. In addition, the cloud

system upgrade or replacement decision — and

model means the city will always be running the

opted for the public cloud in multiple instances.

latest version of the software, something Denver

Denver expects to ﬁnish transitioning its

struggles to do with the old system.

12,000-member workforce to a cloud-based email

“We have not been able to upgrade for

platform by mid-2016, a move that will simplify

about three years, and the last time we upgraded

back-end operations and give users access to new

our ﬁnancial system it cost $1.5 million and took a

features and bigger inboxes. City departments

year and a half,” says Binnicker. “So we get further

currently use multiple versions of email client and

and further behind, and it gets harder and harder

server software. The initiative will standardize users

to catch up.”
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PAUL WEDLAKE

Scott Cardenas,
CTO, and Christine
Binnicker, Deputy
CIO, Denver, Colo.
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Cloud Challenges

vendors coupled with the mission-critical nature of

Clearly Denver and others are ﬁnding

tax collection initially made the system a bad ﬁt for

plenty of cases where it makes sense to push

the cloud.

traditional data center systems to the public

“Where we’ve made recent decisions not

cloud. But that doesn’t mean everything is a

to go to the cloud is because the product isn’t

good ﬁ t. There are still instances where public

mature enough to meet our security requirements,”

cloud-based solutions aren’t ready to meet

Binnicker says.

government standards and regulations.

To ensure security, Denver adopted standards

Security requirements. Before reaching an

developed by the Cloud Security Alliance, and the

agreement with its vendor, Denver wasn’t

city includes those requirements in RFPs for cloud

comfortable moving its property taxation system to

systems. 29 “At the end of the day, if we can’t get

a public cloud environment, for example. These

a contract that makes us feel comfortable, then

products occupy a small niche in the software

that’s another decision point for us,” she says.
Other security standards can be useful,

market, but they’re crucial to city governments. In
Denver, property taxes generate about $1 billion in

as well. The Georgia Technology Authority

revenue annually. The small number of competing

(GTA) reviews proposed cloud solutions against
accreditation levels developed under the Federal
Information Security Management Act (FISMA).30

The Role of Cloud Brokers

FISMA requirements come in three levels — high,
moderate and low — based on the conﬁdentiality
and sensitivity of the data involved. The GTA uses

For state and local governments, especially larger ones, the demand to
use cloud technology may exceed the knowledge of how and when it best
works. One solution to the gap between demand and understanding is to
use a cloud broker.

those levels to gauge how much scrutiny to give
potential cloud deployments.
“FISMA high or moderate will generate a lot
of questions from us,” says Georgia CTO Steve
Nichols. “For FISMA low, agencies don’t even

Cloud brokers can be a way for agencies to compare offerings and
architectures; it’s also a way to manage cloud services from a variety of cloud
vendors using a single portal. “The cloud broker model is really good for those
just getting into cloud services or those who don’t have access to sufﬁcient
technical resources to architect the best cloud solution,” says Janet Gilmore,
digital government program director at the Texas Department of Information
Resources. “A broker can provide comparisons on prices and choices to help
understand how to select the best cloud solution to fulﬁll individual needs.”28

need to ask our permission.”31
Procurement processes. Along with new
security requirements, moving to the public
cloud raises questions around data ownership,
proper handling of data breach incidents and the
auditing of cloud-based systems. These issues can
derail cloud procurements if they aren’t correctly
addressed in the contracting process.
One problem is that buying cloud services is

Texas has been using brokers since 2013. It currently has four vendors
offering broker services in just about every ﬁeld of cloud activity. While
large state agencies may know exactly what they want, Gilmore says that
often smaller agencies need more help. “The broker model helps agencies
that need extra guidance, extra support,” she says. “Brokers can be a
gateway into the cloud for agencies that are not familiar with the variety
of cloud service offerings and need expert assistance with choosing,
deploying or managing those services.”

relatively new for governments, which traditionally
use contracts to buy physical products. As a result,
the purchasing language doesn’t ﬁt how the cloud
actually works. Vendors are relatively new at this,
so many companies try to use their standard
commercial contract terms, which often ignore
important public sector requirements. Governments
sometimes use terms and conditions from traditional
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Beneﬁts of a Public Cloud Approach

29%
21%
16%
6%
4%

Ability to divert resources to mission-critical applications

Flexibility in funding options

Ability to outsource maintenance

None

$
?

Other

24%

Do not know

SOURCE: CDG DATA CENTER SURVEY, 2015

on-premises system integrator contracts that do

traditional maintenance and support costs for

not ﬁt the nature of the work performed by a cloud

in-house systems. But factor in the price of

provider. These mismatches can result in lack

upgrading systems over a multi-year period and

of competition for government cloud deals, or

the cloud tends to pencil out pretty well, he says.

confusion and delays once a project is underway.

“When you add those dollars in, we’re typically

In 2014, a public-private group of a dozen state

seeing a return in short order.”

and local governments and some of the industry’s

In other instances, public agencies have

largest cloud providers developed model contract

attempted to move large batches of data into cloud-

language designed to make the process easier for

based systems only to ﬁnd that the transfer will

buyers and sellers. Terms and conditions created by

take months to accomplish due to internal network

the group can be used as baseline language to help

constraints. Understanding current network capac-

state and local agencies design eﬀective procurement

ity and potential future demands — along with the

contracts for cloud services — and they cover many

price tag for meeting them — is another key to

of the sticking points commonly encountered when

making the cloud work.

32

agencies attempt to move to the cloud.
Binnicker says IT oﬃcials in Denver worked

Future Forecast
The jury’s still out on how much of the

closely with the city attorney’s oﬃce to adapt
contract language for the realities of the cloud.

traditional government data center can transition to

“We’ve made changes in terms of security and

the public cloud — but it’s clear that the percentage

audit controls,” she says. “We also changed our

of systems that must live in-house is shrinking.
Denver doesn’t envision an entirely cloud-

service-level agreements to ensure we’re getting

based data center anytime soon. But the city

the service, monitoring and reporting we need.”
Costs and networking considerations.

is committed to moving a growing number of

Finally, moving to the cloud also can change

systems to the cloud — and plenty of others are as

how agencies view IT costs and perhaps expose

well. As for how far these eﬀorts can go, it’s simply

network bottlenecks.

too early to tell.

Denver’s Cardenas notes that cloud

“Ask us that question a year from now,” says

subscription fees initially may look higher than

Binnicker, “and we’ll have a clearer answer.” ¨
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VENDOR-MANAGED APPROACH

OUTSOURCED
DATA CENTERS:
Optimizing Performance and
Value from the Outside

I
13%

OF SURVEY
RESPONDENTS PLAN
TO TRANSITION TO
AN OUTSOURCED
DATA CENTER.
SOURCE: CDG DATA CENTER SURVEY, 2015

STEVE NIEDORF

Otto Doll, CIO of Minneapolis, moved
the city to an outsourced data center in
2003, which now runs approximately
450 software applications.

n 1999, after four years of plans and negotiations

ill-fated venture in Connecticut, involved entire IT

that had already cost the state $3 million,

systems. Other entities opted to outsource various

Connecticut halted a $1 billion, seven-year plan to

portions, such as networks, desktop computing,

outsource the state’s IT systems, including its data

communications or help desk services. Data

center.33 The key sticking point: how to price speciﬁc

center outsourcing stands out because of what it

services. The deal-gone-sour was the ﬁrst of several

represents: government’s IT engine room.

high-proﬁle outsourcing mishaps involving either a

Like the data that resides within, government

state or local government data center.

data centers have had a certain sacred quality

Fast forward to 2014 when Pennsylvania

to their existence, kept under tight control by

inked a deal with a vendor to consolidate and

government CIOs and their own staﬀ. But as

manage its data centers in a seven-year contract

government’s data storage and processing needs

worth $681 million. While the contract signing

have grown, so has the number of data centers. By

triggered headlines, it garnered relatively good

the late 1990s, some local governments, but mostly

reviews for how it calls for delivering resources

states, began to consolidate data centers in an eﬀort

on demand via the cloud and allows the state to

to control costs and achieve better eﬃciencies as

purchase new services when needed.

server power (and power consumption) grew.

States and localities have been outsourcing

It was around this time that the ﬁrst eﬀorts

various IT operations for decades. Some, like the

at data center outsourcing began to surface.
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Outsourcing was seen as a dependable way to

Minneapolis runs approximately 450

keep a government’s computer technology up to

software applications oﬀ the servers in its

date and to improve overall management of the

outsourced center. At that size, Doll says the

center. It was also seen by some as a way to get

city lacks the economies of scale to build its

government out of the technology business and

own data center from scratch. “It’s in our best

to leave it in the hands of IT professionals.

interests to continue outsourcing,” he says. “We

Yet nearly 20 years later, interest in

also have to take the long-term view regarding

outsourcing remains modest at best. The CDG

the need to keep technology refreshed and

survey found only 8 percent of respondents said

having the right expertise.”

their data center is outsourced, barely ahead

Access to the latest technology and skilled

of the 7 percent who said they use the much

expertise isn’t the only beneﬁ t from outsourcing,

newer platform, public cloud. Compared to 71

say experts. Outsourcing should also allow a

percent who still maintain dedicated centers and

government the freedom to expand as data

11 percent who use a shared or community data

operations grow and provide a level of reliability

center, outsourcing remains an outlier. The survey

that can be backstopped through service-level

also found only 13 percent planned to transition to

agreements that hold the provider accountable

an outsourced data center.

if availability standards aren’t met.
An outsourced data center can also reduce

It’s a Commodity Market

one of the biggest operational expenses: power

STEVE NIEDORF

Despite the lack of interest, the data center

costs. Data centers located near inexpensive

outsourcing market remains robust. The city of

power sources are less costly to run compared

Minneapolis has had an outsourced data center

to centers operating in a region with high energy

since 2003. When the city decided to seek a new

costs. For governments operating in a dense

supplier, it found plenty of choices, according to

urban environment, where building a data center

CIO Otto Doll. “It’s pretty much a commodity world

can be prohibitively expensive, outsourcing can

these days,” he says.34

save on capital expenses.

Beneﬁts of an Outsourced Approach

44%
24%
4%

Flexibility in staﬃng and location options

Flexibility in funding options

6%
4%

Ability to control IT costs by selecting the appropriate approach

None

?

Other

18%

Do not know
SOURCE: CDG DATA CENTER SURVEY, 2015
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Another beneﬁt is the ﬁnancial transparency

today’s computing world is increasingly disruptive,

that comes with outsourcing. “In Georgia, our

with cloud solutions that place applications on

budget oﬃce appreciates the fact they can see

servers that can be in distant locations. Moving an

exactly where all the money is going,” says GTA’s

application out of a data center and into the cloud

Nichols. Georgia outsourced its data center in 2005,

reduces the amount of processing power and data

following a major outage the year before that lasted

storage needed. For Nichols and other CIOs working

for more than 13 hours. “That was a major impetus

with an outsourced data center, that means dealing

to get a more modern data center,” says Nichols.

with the expense of unneeded servers and the like.
“We have struggled with moving from premises-

Tradeoffs

based email and how to deal with the stranded

Like all business models, an outsourced data
center has its tradeoﬀs. One is loss of control

costs of the servers,” he says.
As cloud solutions continue to work their

over the operating environment. A consolidated,

way into government, especially as software-as-a-

outsourced data center, like the one in Georgia,

service, they can present a problem for outsourced

may have one call center, one service staﬀ, one

data centers. What happens when an agency tells

ticketing system and one set of tools all in one

IT that it wants to run one of its applications in the

facility. “When you have a problem that needs

cloud? While the move might make business sense

to be ﬁxed or an upgrade that needs to be

for the agency, pulling data out of an outsourced

installed, the scale of the procedure is much more

data center that operates on volume could present

signiﬁcant because it aﬀects multiple agencies,”

a problem. The GTA has right of ﬁrst refusal if an

says Nichols. “If we have to take down email for

agency wants to host an application in the cloud,

maintenance, it will aﬀect 15 state agencies.”

giving the authority some control over which

Another issue is the speed at which

applications are most suitable for the cloud and

an outsourced center can transition to new

which are not. Nonetheless, the trend is toward the

technologies. In addition to outsourcing

cloud and that presents a business problem for

management of a data center, governments that

some types of outsourcing arrangements.

outsource don’t own the hardware, such as the

Could the cloud make the outsourced data

servers, which are at the heart of a center. But

center business model obsolete? Not likely —

Data Center Platforms Currently Used by State and Local Governments

71%
11%

Shared/Community Cloud

8%

Outsourced

7%

Public Cloud

2%

Dedicated

Other
SOURCE: CDG DATA CENTER SURVEY, 2015
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The Co-location Option
When the state of Wyoming needed to build a new data center, the business need made sense, but the
economics didn’t. With cloud technology beginning to emerge, questions kept coming up, according to CIO
Flint Waters. “We kept asking ourselves, ‘Should we do this ourselves or partner with someone who does
data centers as a business?’”35
Wyoming ended up moving its data and servers into a co-located data center. Co-location is the practice of
housing servers and other hardware in a professional data center. Most organizations opt for co-location
when they want to access economies of scale, advanced infrastructure, greater bandwidth, and specialized
services and systems.36
Co-location is part of Wyoming’s multi-faceted data center strategy, in which the IT department moves some
aspects of its operations — mainly storage, but also its collaboration suites — into the cloud. “What we can’t
do, we move to our co-location facility,” says Waters.
Besides achieving ﬂexibility as software programs and data migrate to the cloud, the state also no longer
worries about growth. “The co-location center is built to add modular additions, so they are already prepared
to grow six times bigger than they are today,” says Waters. And then there’s the cost savings. If the state
built its own data center it would have cost $30 million. Instead, Wyoming is spending up to $1 million for the
co-location center.

Doll says there are just too many highly specialized

needed to shift such an entrenched part of

government software programs that will never really

government operations over to the private sector.

work as a software-as-a-service. “There’s a lot of

However, former Virginia Gov. and current

health care software in the market, but very few

U.S. Senator Mark Warner, as well as former

solution providers do it the way it’s done by our

Georgia Gov. Sonny Perdue, managed to do it.

government,” he says.

Some states and cities may lack strong executive
roles, making it harder to overcome resistance

A Niche Market for the Future

from unions and other groups that may oppose

Will outsourced data centers break out of the

such a large outsourcing deal.

single-digit acceptance level that has hobbled the

The second roadblock is the business model.

business model for decades? For governments

While an outsourced data center can save a

that need the basics when it comes to having a

government money, that savings is often down the

third party run their data center, there are plenty

road. When Georgia drafted its plan to let a private

of choices, according to Doll. “But few providers

ﬁrm manage its data center, the state expected

will oﬀer to manage all your services, plus deliver

to generate $180 million out of a $1.3 billion

whatever new technology comes up in the future,”

investment. “But none of that savings was on the

he adds.

front end,” says Nichols. “We didn’t realize any of

Two other factors count against a shift toward

that savings until we got to year four. There aren’t

outsourced data centers in government. First and

many politicians who are willing to launch a project

foremost is the lack of political will. Few mayors or

that will generate savings only after they have long

governors can put together the political coalitions

since left oﬃce.” ¨
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CHALLENGES

OVERCOMING
COMMON DATA
CENTER DIFFICULTIES
W

hile the diﬀerent business models

being directly targeted by advanced cyberthreats.

give options to governments looking

More worrisome, many of the respondents said

to modernize their data centers, there

they had cybersecurity tools in place, but found

are issues and challenges that are universal

many of the tools had proven ineﬀective when it

to managing any data center, whether it’s

came to advanced malware.37
Even for those organizations that have a

dedicated, part of a community platform, uses
cloud technology or is outsourced. The biggest

grasp of their security problems, the issue can

problems revolve around security, workforce,

get in the way of modernizing data centers.

power consumption and cost. Each of these topics

A 2014 survey found that while IT executives

is critical and warrants its own report. But there are

view data center consolidation and server

some general points that are worth remembering

virtualization as important, many weren’t moving

and are outlined in the following section.

forward on these beneﬁ ts because of security
concerns. 38 Those fears can slow the adoption of

Security

new technologies, such as big data, mobility and
Today’s data centers are complex

cloud-based services.

environments where cloud

To get a better handle on data center security,

computing co-exists with virtualized

experts recommend a holistic approach to ensure

servers, Internet applications and

nothing gets overlooked.39 Most data center security

legacy systems. Protecting these IT ecosystems

strategies start with controlling physical access,

from cyberthreats isn’t easy. It takes a well-

using such tactics as fenced perimeters, badge

orchestrated plan to ensure security is both strong

access, guards, key cards, video surveillance and

and resilient.

caged servers, depending on the sensitivity of the
data they contain. Other key factors include securing

Unfortunately, not all government IT leaders

the network, servers and hosts.

are aware of the security risks they face. A 2014

For dedicated data centers, security is

CDG survey found 50 percent of respondents
(IT and security managers in state and local

managed by the CIO and IT staﬀ. For example,

government) did not think their organizations were

Sacramento County, Calif., is implementing a
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security information and event management

employees to ﬁll vacant IT positions, and a

system, which takes logs from network equipment

shortage of qualiﬁed candidates for state IT

to show where traﬃc is coming from and if there

positions is hindering 66 percent of states from

are any threats or abnormal behavior.

achieving strategic IT initiatives.42
Data centers and legacy software written in

Cloud computing technologies can make data
centers more dynamic and automated, but the

codes that are decades old also pose signiﬁcant

platform adds new challenges when it comes to

issues. One report estimates 61 percent of IT

security. For example, cloud computing does not

managers employ staﬀ whose departure would

lessen existing network security risks; security best

create a signiﬁcant knowledge gap with regards

practices call for mission-critical applications and

to legacy software, while only 25 percent of

data to be separated, yet the cloud relies on shared

organizations have hired personnel with legacy

resources. And while security deployments are

software knowledge in the past ﬁve years. The

process oriented, cloud computing environments

result is a fairly substantial talent gap that aﬀects

are dynamic.40 Denver, which has a cloud-ﬁrst

all aspects of government IT, including data

policy, adopted standards developed by the Cloud

center operations.43
Government IT organizations can

Security Alliance, and the city includes those

take concrete steps to identify, cultivate

requirements in RFPs for cloud systems.

and retain individuals with the necessary

For outsourced data centers, security
would be considered the responsibility of

skills for IT, according to a report by Freed-

the provider. But that’s not how Minneapolis

man Consulting.44 The report identiﬁes

approaches security for its outsourced data

ﬁ ve key issues government should work to

center. The IT department contracted with an

resolve to increase the ﬂow of IT talent:

independent third party to provide security — the

1.

The current IT talent pipeline into

department coordinates security strategies with

government is insuﬃcient, with too

the provider and the CIO’s own security staﬀ. “It’s

few individuals with the right kinds of

a good check and balance system,” says CIO Doll.

technical skills to meet current needs.
2.

Workforce

The barriers to recruitment and retention
are severe, and include problems with

State and local government IT

compensation, an inability to pursue

departments continue to struggle

groundbreaking work and a work culture

with workforce issues. “The

that doesn’t reward innovators.

impending retirement wave is

3.

prompting many human resources departments to
dust oﬀ succession plans for ﬁlling positions in a

Government needs to develop new
models to improve the IT talent pipeline.

4.

Government needs to do a better job

better-educated and lower-paid workforce than the

of exposing young technologists to

private sector,” according to an article in Stateline,

public interest issues and to connect

the Pew Charitable Trusts news service.41

them to government careers through

Problems with attracting and retaining

internships, fellowships, and other

qualiﬁed staﬀ are particularly acute in government
IT shops. In a recent report published by the

training and recruitment tools.
5.

Government needs to change its culture

National Association of State Chief Information

and become more open to using new

Oﬃcers (NASCIO), ﬁndings show 86 percent

technologies while adopting a mindset

of states are having diﬃculty recruiting new

of experimentation and disruption.

86%

OF STATES ARE
HAVING DIFFICULTY
RECRUITING NEW
EMPLOYEES TO
FILL VACANT
IT POSITIONS.
SOURCE: WWW.NASCIO.ORG/
NEWSROOM/PRESSRELEASE.
CFM?ID=212
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In 2013, U.S. data centers — public
and private — consumed an estimated
91 billion kilowatts of electricity.

As government computing becomes more
service-oriented, thanks to cloud technology,
the role of the IT staff will also change. Rather
than focusing on keeping the servers running,

SOURCE: NATIONAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL

they will, over time, have to develop and
enhance their skills at managing the contracts

Adoption of green strategies can also

for third-party infrastructure, platform and
software applications that will populate hybrid

help reduce energy consumption within data

clouds. That takes a new kind of talent and skill

centers. Natural air cooling, use of renewable

set. CIOs will have to work closely with their

energy, low-power servers, consolidation and

human resources departments to cultivate this

virtualization can contribute to creating an

new kind of IT talent for the next-generation

energy-eﬃ cient atmosphere. Natural or free air

data center.

cooling uses outside air when appropriate to
cool the facility instead of relying on refrigeration

Energy Efﬁciency

or air conditioning units.

Data centers are the engine

Budgets and Procurement

rooms that power state and local
government IT operations. But it

Data center operations are

takes a lot of energy to keep those

expensive. Dedicated centers have
hardware, software, networking,

centers running. In 2013, U.S. data centers —

security, energy and workforce

public and private — consumed an estimated
91 billion kilowatts of electricity, according to

costs that can add up. It is no wonder states and

a report published by the National Resources

localities are consolidating and reducing the

Defense Council.45

number of centers and servers they need. Still, data

While the amount of electricity consumed

centers make up a considerable percentage of

is quite large — data centers consume enough

any IT budget. Yet, as this report has shown, there

electricity to power all of the households in

are diﬀerent options available today compared to

New York City twice over — what is troubling is

just a few years ago. Governments can share data

the ineﬃ ciency of data centers, in particular the

center costs by collaborating and sharing data

underutilization of data center equipment, such

center operations; they can put some of their data

as servers. To solve this problem, the report

and speciﬁc systems, such as email, into the public

recommends data centers adopt a metric to

cloud, reducing costs; and, they can completely

measure and report CPU use as a way to

outsource their data center operations.

gauge eﬃciency.

Each approach has its tradeoﬀ s in
terms of funding and procurement. Public

Other recommendations include:

cloud is perhaps the most radical in terms of

•
•

•

Make the IT equipment (servers, storage and

procurement, as it shifts costs from a capital

communications) as eﬃcient as possible.

expenditure to an operating expenditure, while

Make the infrastructure equipment (fans,

presenting unique challenges when it comes to

cooling, pumps and power distribution) as

the terms and conditions of any agreement. But

eﬃcient as possible.

already a number of model agreements have

Make the electricity production that feeds the

emerged in just a few years, making it easier to

data center as low carbon as possible.

shift resources to a cloud environment.47 ¨

46
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NEXT STEPS

DATA CENTER
BEST PRACTICES
AND LESSONS LEARNED
E

stablish an eﬀective management
framework. Managing a government
data center diﬀers signiﬁcantly from

corporate or business data centers, with their
homogenous IT equipment that allows for
maximum standardization, resulting in greater
eﬃciency. In contrast, state and local government
data centers are often subject to the whims
of public ﬁnancing and federal grants. The

Management frameworks, such as
the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL),
as well as other types of IT service
management frameworks, have proven
eﬀective in how IT organizations,
including data centers, can be run
eﬀectively while meeting the needs
of data center customers.

result is a sometimes chaotic environment
with little standardization.

And that was one of the biggest problems.

The following description of a data center

Clear documentation and labeling of equipment is

at the U.S. Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge

crucial in eﬀective data center management, and

National Laboratory conﬁrms this point:

most of the data center’s customers weren’t very

“Historically, there wasn’t a formalized process

disciplined about these things.” 48

for placing new equipment. … Researchers used

The takeaway from the situation in the

their grant money to buy servers, racks, airﬂow-

data center at Oak Ridge was that management

management solutions, and in some cases, power

spent a lot of time resolving problems that

distribution equipment.

had little to do with improving its eﬃciency
and eﬀectiveness. It’s a common problem in

Because grant money is scarce, the data
center’s customers got territorial about data center

government IT management.
Management frameworks, such as the IT

space they had been allocated and equipment
they had purchased. If somebody paid for a

Infrastructure Library (ITIL), as well as other types

power-panel upgrade, they were inﬂexible about

of IT service management frameworks, have

who could and who could not use the panel,

proven eﬀective in how IT organizations, including

for example.

data centers, can be run eﬀectively while meeting
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the needs of data center customers. Change

tackle: liability. For instance, in a shared

management is another methodology that can aid

data center model, who is responsible for a

managers, especially those who are moving a data

data breach?

center away from its traditional role to one that is

Intergovernmental agreements, such as one

more dynamic, virtualized and takes advantage of

between Oregon and Montana, oﬀer a roadmap

cloud technologies.

model other states may want to pay attention to:
It dictates that Montana cannot proﬁ t from the

Create a transition plan that is

agreement, while providing beneﬁ ts to the state

accommodating of future needs. As this

as the service provider. Montana’s per-square-

report has shown, government data centers are

foot operational costs for running the facility are

not static. They are being consolidated, and new

divided equally by the Montana agency users of

technologies are constantly being added to gain

the space. Further, Oregon is able to purchase

more eﬃciencies. The CDG survey shows that

services directly from Montana’s service catalog.

transition is the name of the game for nearly half

No matter what data center model a

of government data centers. Poll results found

government decides to adopt, it needs to follow

15 percent of respondents are transitioning to

some classic, but successful best practices if its

dedicated data centers; 20 percent to shared/

implementation strategy is going to succeed. CDG

community centers; 15 percent to public cloud;

survey respondents touched on several of these:

and 13 percent to an outsourced data center.

9

Transitioning a data center is never easy.

Train staﬀ or include training. Don’t shortcut
the need to keep skills current.

It can take years to move from a vertical,

9

segmented structure to a more horizontal, shared
environment. Often, technology is the least of the

Plan and constantly assess what hardware and
applications can be consolidated or retired.

9

Be sure to hire and maintain qualiﬁed personnel

issues. Instead it can be staﬀ and processes that

to operate the data center; ensure they

can prove the hardest to change.

have clear scope and time to deliver on the

As the cost of cloud technology continues

implementation as well as ongoing support.

to drop, the pressure to move more applications

9

Make sure all partners agree where

to some kind of hosted environment will also

services are to be located, and practice

increase. Moving an email system is one thing,

deployment to the cloud to ensure all

while moving a highly specialized public health

services are available when needed.

system is quite another. Rewriting legacy

9

code for these systems so they can operate in

Ensure good planning practices and
change control/management are in place

the cloud can be extremely difficult. It helps

and well understood by IT staﬀ.

to create a data center transition plan that

9

Plan a staged migration.

supports hybrid operations, where newer

9

Keep your core business functions at

applications move to the cloud while legacy

home where you can control them.

programs remain on-premises, cared for by

9

Optimize your data center design for

staff who still can manage COBOL and other

power, cooling, humidity and security,

legacy software codes.

as well as availability, redundancy and

49

performance for applications, energy,
Determine your level of liability. Some

infrastructure and storage.

of the data center models introduce a

9

particularly important issue that CIOs need to

Target the low-hanging fruit of your
business processes. ¨
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CONCLUSION

A WEALTH OF OPTIONS

FOR OPTIMIZING GOVERNMENT DATA CENTERS

T

he government data center has long been

are less nimble, it’s clear staying with the status

viewed as a particular drain when it comes

quo isn’t the only way forward. Innovative practices,

to IT expenses. But as this report has shown,

including hybrid models that give IT departments

the days of a single model for running data centers

maximum ﬂexibility, are gaining traction.

has ended. Newly emerged business models

The best chances for success in the data

and technologies are giving CIOs and their staﬀ

center will happen when needs are properly

a wealth of options for stretching their budget,

assessed, plans are carefully laid, and staﬀ are

running more eﬃcient data center operations,

both trained and informed about the direction

and improving the quality of services and value

and purpose of the center’s future. It won’t be

provided to lines of businesses and constituents.

easy, but it will be important. Today’s government

Small jurisdictions in particular, can beneﬁt

is heavily dependent on not just collecting data,
but processing and evaluating it as well. The data

use of the public cloud. While larger organizations

center is at the core of that mission. ¨

COMMONS.WIKIMEDIA.ORG

from the new models involving shared centers and

Traditionally, government data resides within a dedicated data center, like the National
Security Agency’s data center located in Utah. But innovative approaches are creating
more ﬂexible, manageable environments for state and local governments.
PUBLIC CIO SPECIAL REPORT
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DATA CENTER
THOUGHT LEADERS
The most successful consolidations I’ve seen in
“government
were ones where a broader look was taken at
not just moving systems, but consolidating systems and

These new models of IT are
“conducive
to where government
is going. It’s no longer about

David Blankenhorn, Vice President of Engineering and Chief Cloud Technologist, DLT Solutions

Tim Garza, CIO, California Natural Resources Agency

services, and optimizing operational processes.”

ownership of everything.”

The top thing on my mind right now is
I don’t see the data center going away
“securing
“
the county IT assets. From a physical
immediately just because of cloud services.
point of view, we are secure. It’s the new global
I just foresee more of a hybrid implementation
threat to information technology from hackers
and malware out there — that’s what we’re
striving to protect the county from.”

— there will be some state data center services,
and then some infrastructure, platform and
software services hosted by industry.”

Rami Zakaria, CIO, Sacramento County

Ryan Hughes, Infrastructure and Cloud Services Executive, Unisys

As IT has shifted from consolidation to virtualization to now hybrid cloud integration, technology
“and
requirements are in a constant state of change for governments and their data centers. IT is
moving from delivering services to being a broker of services, which is creating opportunities for
agencies to share information, facilitate data portability, reduce operating costs and deliver a more
open government to the citizen.”

Bob Burwell, NetApp CTO – State, Local Government and Education

The underlying data center that is
“accommodating
legacy applications and
new approaches has to be ﬂexible enough

It’s in our best interests to continue
“outsourcing.
We also have to take the long-term
view regarding the need to keep technology

Charles Cephas, Data Center Practice Manager, Symantec Corporation

Otto Doll, CIO, City of Minneapolis

to provide services for either one of them.”

refreshed and having the right expertise.”
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: UNISYS

Delivering Personalized Business Services
with Ease While Streamlining Operations
and Optimizing Costs
beneﬁts information — which automatically triggers steps to fulﬁll
requests. By relying on these streamlined, repeatable processes,
organizations can save money and improve performance.

It’s a given that your employees and customers
expect on-demand, personalized access to
services and information — all on the device
of their choice. Pulling it oﬀ successfully, however, will

require public IT agencies to use powerful tools to facilitate
eﬃcient delivery of services, harness enterprise data and
deliver insights that support informed decision making.

Powerful Dashboards Deliver Personalized Intelligence
The VantagePoint dashboard allows agencies to integrate
organizational data from enterprise silos, applies powerful analytics
and generates real-time insights. It delivers a powerful stream of
personalized intelligence, complete with key performance indicators,
charts and metrics geared to the user’s job role. VantagePoint works
with mobile devices as well, so users can access the interface from
any screen, at any time. With a people-focused approach, the solution
can help public agencies access relevant information, ultimately
enhancing ease of use and productivity.
By combining all of these capabilities into a software-as-a-service
(SaaS) solution, Unisys VantagePoint speeds time to value, which
dramatically improves service delivery in months versus years.

Self-Service Capabilities Streamline Operations
Unisys VantagePoint is a business services aggregator
that helps organizations deliver personalized and intelligent
services to end users. Its pre-built Enterprise Service Catalog,
along with an intuitive and ﬂexible user portal, lets government
agencies improve service delivery and reduce delivery costs for
IT, HR and operations services. With VantagePoint, employees
and others can access and deploy the services they require
online — for example, purchasing a new laptop or changing HR
SM

VantagePoint’s ability to provide a high-level view of the
diﬀerent areas of service delivery oﬀers several advantages.
• People: Improves employee productivity.
• Operations: Helps operations and IT staﬀ improve service delivery to
employees or external customers.

Sponsored Content

• Business Service: Provides actionable intelligence to drive informed
decision making, thereby helping executives understand how to better
manage IT investments for greater ROI.

To learn more, visit www.unisys.com/vantagepoint
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: NETAPP/ARROW

Succeeding in the Hybrid
Cloud – On Your Terms
How does a public agency manage its
data in the cloud – and actually succeed?

Eﬀortless data movement. The NetApp Data Fabric allows
seamless transport of information from one part of the cloud
to another. It lets organizations apply consistent policies and
services to the data, no matter the application, technology or
cloud infrastructure, for compliance and security.

Look no further than California’s Natural Resources Agency
(CNRA), which recently deployed hybrid cloud solutions
across its 29 departments using industry-leading technologies
utilizing NetApp® storage. Despite an ever-shrinking IT budget,
the agency sought to create real-time data access for more
informed decisions and quicker response to natural disasters.
Ultimately, CNRA achieved those goals — and reaped a
whopping 42 percent savings in IT capital expenses and
35 percent savings in operating expenses. It also increased
storage capacity by 300 percent.

Unprecedented storage eﬃciency. Storage can account
for up to 50 percent of a data center’s budget. It is easy to
see how removing duplicate data can provide huge storage
savings. Deduplication also improves performance because
fewer redundant data blocks travel over the network. Tie these
and other storage eﬃciencies with the ability to virtualize
storage in the cloud and organizations avoid the cost of
storing 20-25 copies of data typically generated for backup,
testing, development and disaster recovery. NetApp products
also reduce data up to 30:1 through deduplication and
compression, and reduce transport times by up to 75 percent.

Government IT departments continue to face tight budgets
and resource shortages, while simultaneously trying to keep
pace with ever-evolving technologies. These challenges make
it diﬃcult for them to eﬀectively store and manage data that is
growing at a rapid rate. Fortunately, public and hybrid clouds
oﬀer choices to help address their needs.

Seamless backup and recovery. NetApp products can
integrate with an organization’s existing backup software, and
stream data to its cloud provider for faster recovery. Solutions
can cache recent backups to the disk, while moving older
versions to the cloud, for oﬀ-site protection, added storage
savings and superior performance.

Sponsored Content

NetApp, a global innovator of software, systems and services
that support cloud solutions, helps public agencies, such
as CNRA, embrace these empowering hybrid solutions
successfully, on their own terms. NetApp provides a pathway
to seamless data management and full control of data across
all of an organization’s clouds from a uniﬁed platform. NetApp
solutions can help public agencies by providing:

Flexibility and choice. NetApp allows organizations to choose
from 300+ NetApp cloud service provider partners, and move
with ease to hyperscale providers such as AWS and Azure.

To learn more, read the full CNRA case study here1
or visit ecs.arrow.com
1. http://govdatadownload.com/california-leads-the-way-in-cloud-adoption-and-mission-delivery/
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: DLT SOLUTIONS

TRANSITIONING TO THE CLOUD

WITH A TRUSTED PARTNER

I

n the recent Center for Digital Government survey conducted for
the Deﬁnitive Guide to Data Centers Special Report, 18 percent of
government decision-makers said they utilize a shared or public
cloud data center platform, but an additional 35 percent said they
were transitioning to these cloud-based platforms in the near future.
Increasingly, governments at all levels are turning to the cloud to
achieve cost savings, improve eﬃciency, and meet state and federal
mandates. However, each agency has its own unique needs and no
two paths to the cloud are the same.

By partnering with DLT, agencies can feel confident about
their transition to the cloud, and can take advantage of:
• Industry-leading partners. DLT is a premier consulting partner
for AWS and hand selects all of its manufacturing partners.
• Cloud security. DLT’s security portfolio contains wellrecognized and proven brands that meet FISMA
requirements for the cloud.
• Managed services and support. DLT’s Managed Services
support the entire life cycle of services for the AWS platform
from design and implementation to management and support,
offering a unique “train-mentor-deliver” approach that
guarantees rapid adoption and maximum self-efﬁciency.
• Procurement options. DLT holds many state and federal
contracts and has extensive experience in helping
agencies purchase cloud solutions.

Sponsored Content

DLT Solutions’ experienced cloud solutions team can help ease
the transition by providing a complete life cycle of services for the
Amazon Web Services (AWS) platform, from pre-sales and consulting
to managed services and service center support, to help government
agencies build out hybrid clouds and custom cloud roadmaps.
DLT understands the challenges involved with implementing cloud
solutions, and has strategic partnerships with leading Infrastructure-asa-Service (IaaS), Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS), and cloud management vendors to architect, deliver, and
manage a cloud solution that ﬁts each agency’s particular needs.

To learn more about DLT’s solutions for government and education, visit
www.dlt.com/cloudnavigator
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: VERITAS TECHNOLOGIES CORP.

Storage Innovations
Designed to Drive True Savings
W

Computing

ith pressure to run a much tighter ship when it
comes to IT expenses, public agencies can beneﬁt
immensely by rethinking their data storage and backup
strategies. Veritas Technologies Corp. is driving innovations
that can help those organizations dramatically improve
performance and reliability — and reduce operating and
capital costs as they modernize their data centers.

Veritas SmartIO generates signiﬁcant application
performance gains by optimizing I/O caching for
each active application, avoiding a costly network and
storage latency. Veritas SmartIO moves 80 percent of
the application workload into cache, freeing network
bandwidth and storage performance for other applications.

The Veritas Storage Foundation platform works to
assist public organizations in these key areas:

When used with Microsoft SQL Server 2012, Veritas
SmartIO enhances physical and virtual data center
performance by 250 percent.

Storage

Backup & Recovery

Deploying solid state drives can propel signiﬁcant
savings and performance, without sacriﬁcing
high availability and disaster recovery capabilities.
Veritas Software Deﬁned Storage enables
public organizations to take advantage of:

Veritas NetBackup Self Service provides a single
“store front” for all backup and recovery service
oﬀerings. Employees and other users can perform
self-service backup and restore using intuitive, custom
interface themes. The backup administrator delegates
appropriate data protection authority and provisions
automated orchestration to create new backup jobs or
recover data and applications. This reduces help desk
calls and frees IT staﬀ for other pressing duties.
TM

Sponsored Content

• Flexible Storage Sharing (FSS). Allows data centers to
combine shared and attached storage. FSS has the ability
to control storage inside the server, which lets organizations
eliminate expensive switches and arrays associated with
storage area networks (SANs). This strategy can improve
performance by four-fold, reduce capital expenses by
80 percent and cut operating expenses.
• Cluster File System. Data is available to all servers
at all times and failover is limited to the time it takes
the application to restart. As a result, recovery time
is drastically reduced and less costly when running
applications such as Oracle or SAP.

Veritas NetBackup 5330 provides public agencies with a
turnkey product to protect petabytes of government data.
Built with a converged architecture designed for the sole
purpose of optimizing NBU backup and recovery jobs in
all infrastructure conﬁgurations, Veritas NetBackup 5330
eliminates the complexity customers historically encounter
when designing a backup and recovery architecture.

For more information, visit
www.symantec.com/netbackup
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UPCOMING

Public CIO &
Center for Digital Government
SPECIAL REPORTS
BIG DATA & ANALYTICS:
Driving Performance and Improving Decision-Making
There is a will among public CIOs to move forward with big data,
however, the questions remain: What is the best way to ensure
success? How is success deﬁned? Where is the value? Fortunately,
with the right strategy for big data analytics, public leaders can
balance the conﬂicting requirements of technical sophistication, ease
of use and affordability. Learn more in the Big Data and Analytics
Special Report coming out this summer.

INNOVATIVE & EVOLVING TECHNOLOGY:
A Look Around the Corner at What the Future Holds
CIOs and government decision-makers want to know what lies ahead
and where technology can take them. This Special Report, coming fall
2015, will act as a crystal ball, featuring interviews with visionaries
and thought leaders who shed light on the latest technology and
innovations that hold promise to fundamentally change government
operations, collaboration and service delivery.

Upcoming reports will be available online at:
www.govtech.com/library/
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SPECIAL REPORT

SPONSORS

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The Center for Digital Government,
a division of e.Republic, is a national
research and advisory institute on
information technology policies and

Tod Newcombe

best practices in state and local

With more than 20 years of experience

government. Through its diverse and

covering state and local government,

dynamic programs and services, the

Tod previously was the editor of Public CIO,

Center provides public and private

e.Republic’s award-winning publication

sector leaders with decision support,

for information technology executives

knowledge and opportunities to help

in the public sector. He is now a senior

them eﬀectively incorporate new

editor for Government Technology

technologies in the 21st century.

5/21/15 9:33 AM

and writes the “Tech Talk” column for
Governing. Tod is also the author of several

www.centerdigitalgov.com

books on information management.
With contributions by:
Steve Towns, editor, Public CIO
Elaine Pittman, associate editor, Public CIO
Noelle Knell, managing editor, Public CIO
Public CIO, a division of e.Republic,
is an award-winning platform dedicated to
technology thought leadership in federal,
state and local government. Through print,
online and a portfolio of events, Public
CIO provides CIOs and key enterprise
leaders with career critical insights on
leading and navigating the innovative trends
creating eﬃciencies, driving collaboration

For a list of endnotes,

and impacting government services.

download the Special Report at
www.govtech.com/2015Q2report
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Meaningful Engagement Matters.
Five cities enter the City Accelerator to adopt
new practices that better engage low-income
residents in civic life and public decision-making.
Follow their progress at www.governing.com/cityaccelerator

A special initiative of:

Presented by:

Supported by:

The City Accelerator is an initiative to speed the adoption of local government
innovations to improve cities and the lives of their low-income residents.
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Looking
Within

GSA leaders are pairing a new focus on efficiency
with an emphasis on the customer experience.
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By Jason Shueh | Staff Writer

Phaedra Chrousos

Q: Why did the GSA hire a
chief customer officer?

isn’t fond of the term “customer
service.” She prefers “customer
experience” to describe her
area of expertise. As the first
chief customer officer for the
General Services Administration
(GSA), Chrousos innovates with
a customer-centric mindset. The
concept injects the customer
perspective into everything from
mission statements to marketing
to product development.
The title of CCO is a rising
position in the private sector, and
Chrousos believes it might be
on an upward trend in government as well. A serial entrepreneur, she brought a history
of successful startups to the
GSA when she assumed her
current position in June 2014.
In 2009 she co-founded the
health checkup booking platform
HealthLeap — later acquired by
Vitals.com — and in 2011, she
co-founded the online travel site
Daily Secret, which now serves
readers in 21 countries.
At the GSA, Chrousos’ mission
is to uncover customer insights
to re-envision how the federal
agency operates its procurement,
IT and public building services.
Her long-term aspirations are
to provide a customer playbook
with operational strategies,
processes and techniques for
other agencies.
Chrousos spoke with Public
CIO about what’s on her agenda
at the GSA.

I have to give credit to [then-GSA
Administrator] Dan Tangherlini, he came
up with the idea. He came into GSA after
a scandal [related to excessive spending
that began in 2012] and he helped turn the
agency around, helped make it more efficient and then wanted to focus on swinging
the pendulum in the direction of customer
service as one of our core missions. And
he and I both discussed, before I came on
board, the idea of testing the hypothesis
that an empowered and dedicated customer
service team that sat right underneath the
administrator could have the kind of impact
that it had in the private sector. As a growing trend in the private sector, his thinking
was if it can turn private-sector companies
around and make them more customercentric, the same structure and resources
should be able to do the same thing in the
public sector. That’s basically what we were
setting out to prove. We’re a small, dedicated
team that sits right under the administrator. We are structured very similarly to the
way private-sector teams are structured.

DAVID KIDD

Q: What are your typical duties?
We have found that some of our best
ideas are the rinse-and-repeat ones, the
ones that can be scaled across the agency.
We spend a lot of time trying to understand
the voice of the customer. That means
gathering the right information: interviews,
data and conducting focus groups — this
means getting a better idea of our customer
with the end result being to empower GSA
employees to make data-driven decisions
around the customer. When we came in,
one of the first things we noticed was that
we were working off a lot of anecdotal data
and disparate data sets. The customer team
really brings that all together to create a
clear picture for the GSA business team
of who the customers are and what they
need, and that helps shape everyday business decisions. A lot of it is understanding
the customer and conveying that message
to the GSA employees, and the other thing

is to act on it. So the second half of the day
is probably spent helping GSA employees
wrap their heads around what the data
means and what we can do to change our
behavior and act on this information.

Q: How would you define your
core customers at the GSA?
We have several different customer
groups within our huge functional areas.
We have Public Buildings Service, and our
customers there are building managers
and other agencies, but also tenants. We
also have the Federal Acquisition Service,
which deals with contractors and program
managers who request contractors. And
then we have the office of 18F, which is
the equivalent of our technology services
and there we deal with CIOs and digital
service teams. So we’ve got lots of discrete
customer groups, which makes it kind of
interesting and definitely challenging.

Q: How can you unify so many disparate customer service initiatives spread
throughout such a large organization?
We’re talking to each customer group
at a time. The most important thing is
that each customer has a great, cohesive
experience. I don’t think it necessarily
needs to be the same experience for each
customer group. So we’re using tools like
customer journey mapping to visualize a
typical series of interactions between one
customer group, and these visual representations of the journey really help us
understand what they’re going through
and help us smooth out that journey.

Q: What major initiatives are
you developing now?
My first four or five months was putting
together the voice of the customer and
making sure we’re collecting data on
a regular basis and putting it into the
hands of decision-makers. This meant
creating personas and journey maps
but also collecting reoccurring data so
the data didn’t get stale. Essentially it
was putting the processes in place.

www.public-cio.com
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LOOKING WITHIN

of things we did to make a more cohesive customer experience, for instance
that required consolidation, actually
saved us money. So, for example, we
consolidated our survey tools and we
consolidated our CRM tools, or our call
centers. Even though we did them for
customer experience purposes, they actually saved GSA money in the process.

You may have heard that there was an
announcement recently about a Yelp-type
rating for vendors, a way to get recurring information about one customer
group. Recurring information like that
has actually yielded a lot of great opportunities for projects at GSA. It’s kind of
like peeling back an onion; you’re always
finding really interesting things to work
on. The kind of projects that come to
the surface are call center consolidations, a 311-type application for tenants
[renting workspace through the GSA]
and a refresh of GSA.gov, reframing our
account management. As we peel back
the onion of data and information, there
are some really cool things that we can
do across the organization to make the
customer service experience better.

Q: Have customer service efforts
led to improvements in GSA
procurement procedures?

Q: How are you using tech such as
apps, data, social media and Web
platforms to enable your efforts?
We’re definitely using some customerfacing applications and tools. For example,
we run roughly 9,000 government buildings and about 6,500 of them have government tenants. Our 311-style mobile app
for tenants allows them to take a photo of
things that need repairs and send them
straight into our call center and management centers on the back end. The most
important advances that we’ve made at
GSA are the technologies that you don’t
see: putting in an enterprisewide customer
relationship management tool and building modules off of that that help people
collect and analyze customer data, and
then get them that customer information
is the most important IT leap we’ve made.

Q: What is the funding source for
customer service projects at the GSA?

Yes, absolutely. Two of the customer
groups we’re working on touch the
Federal Acquisition Service. We work with
the customer experience on the contractor and program manager side, those
that actually handle procurements from
the inside of government. We also have
just started to work with the business
side to look at the customer experience
that businesses go through when getting
onto a government contracting schedule. These are experiences that haven’t
changed very much over the years, so
there is a huge opportunity to streamline
and modernize them with technology.

Q: How will you measure success
a year or two from now?
When we first created the office, we
thought if this is going to be sustainable,
we have to really show the impact. So
we started off by benchmarking everything up front — we gathered as much
data as possible and sent out as many
surveys as possible to benchmark where
we are today with our customer groups
and their level of satisfaction. We’ll
continue to collect data around that and
hopefully we can see upward trends.

Q: How do you hope to institutionalize
the practice in government?

It’s called the working capital fund,
which since we’re a shared service,
passes the [funding] hat around all
of the groups in GSA. It comes from
GSA’s overhead. However, interestingly
enough we’ve actually saved GSA quite
a bit of money without even meaning
to. Obviously our objective is to create
better customer service, which will hopefully drive value for our customers, then
drive repeat customers and things like
that. But we’ve also realized that a lot

We set out to prove a hypothesis that
this dedicated and empowered team at
the top could make this difference. It’s
been seven or eight months now and
I think we’ve seen already some great
changes. It’s in our data but also in the
way people think about their day-to-day
decisions and how much they start to
include the customer in decision-making.
I think we’re pretty close to proving this

hypothesis, and once we get a little further
down the road, we’d like to take what
we’ve learned and scale it across government. There is no reason why agencies
need to reinvent the wheel. We’re putting
together what we did in the first 90 days.
We’re templating our interview questions that we ask in surveys and copying
the position description for the chief
customer officer so if any other agency
wants to go down the same path — which
is not very costly and could potentially
save money through consolidation efforts
— they’ll have a manual they can use.

Q: Do agencies have any
misconceptions about launching a
customer service initiative like this?
There are a few missed turns an agency
could make. So far we’ve had seven agencies reach out and ask to learn from us, and
we realized that a lot of times agencies take
two first steps that I wouldn’t suggest. The
first one is to create a very long-winded
strategy. Articulating strategy is important but sometimes just taking action and
proving you can make change on a small
scale is equally important, and sometimes
more so when it comes to changing the
mindsets of people. So I would say just
pick a small project, pick one customer
group, pick one customer experience and
try to improve that and measure that and
then use that as a case study to beat the
drum around your agency’s efforts. By
taking really measured moves, you can
change the customer service experience.
I also think the term “customer service”
throws people off and they immediately
think of long training sessions and things
like that. We’re trying to use the term
“customer experience” because then
it’s more than just about the service you
receive. Customer experience can permeate down to the actual product you’re
touching and people you’re working with.
It can even permeate as far down as product development. There’s a huge similarity to agile development by then taking
that approach to the customer office. ¨

jshueh@govtech.com
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Leading
in the

Limelight
For a public CIO,

sometimes the key word is “public.”
Those in the upper echelons of government IT leadership
often fly below the radar — but not always. Like other
civic officials, they sometimes come under scrutiny, especially
when their projects are big, pricey and highly visible.
When they implement new systems, CIOs gamble with their reputations
and their jobs (and even their sanity, if lack of sleep contributes). It’s not just
a matter of getting the work done. Often the pressures go well beyond the
technology, with public exposure demanding heightened levels of excellence
and a skeptical media publishing tough critiques.
Here are four CIOs who’ve run the gauntlet; those who’ve led highly visible
projects and learned to cope with life in the spotlight.
BY ADAM STONE / CONTRIBUTING WRITER

/

I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y M I C H E L L E M E L C H E R
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LEADING IN THE LIMELIGHT

t
Dickie Howze
CIO, Louisiana

Consolidate all Louisiana’s
executive branch cabinet
agencies under a single IT
umbrella? Dickie Howze is
on board with it.
“We’ve always been challenged with looking for ways to identify efficiencies and to
reduce the cost of day-to-day operations,”

he said. “So when this idea was presented
to me, I knew without a doubt that we
could use it to become more efficient.”
With 36 years in public service, including extensive IT work in the Louisiana
Department of Children and Family Services,
Howze was recruited into his present job
specifically to oversee the consolidation
effort, something he’d already done in his
previous post. Here the stakes were a little
higher, though, and the heat a little hotter.

In August 2013 the watchdog site
LouisianaVoice.com charged that leaders of the consolidation project were
merely trying to “project an appearance of propriety” with their RFP. The
article alleged that “possibly hundreds
— maybe more than 1,000 — of state
IT employees will be losing their jobs
as a result of the new contract.”
That particular jab saddled Howze
with some work early on, work that
went beyond pure IT.
“My first concern was communication
with the staff. When people hear the word
‘consolidation,’ the first thought is: ‘They
are going to lay me off,’” he said. With
the project under the public microscope
and questions already being raised about
future workforce levels, Howze moved
quickly, meeting early on with all 700-plus
employees within the executive branch.
“My message to them was: ‘We need
you working with us for this initiative. We
are not going to cut the workforce or lay
anybody off as a result of this activity,’” he
said. “My commitment was to communicate with them so they would know what
we were doing every step of the way.”
The consolidation is only one of
several very high-profile moves to roll
out under Howze’s leadership. Since
coming on board, he also has reshaped
his office into a service organization,
one that charges client agencies for the
services it provides, rather than shouldering costs using its own budget.
Here again he’s had a hill to climb
in selling the merits of this new
model. “It was a big task to manage,
to make sure the customer understood how this was going to work.”
Being at the center of such big-league
changes prompted Howze to adapt his
own leadership approach. Bigger projects,
bigger playing field — all these drive the
need for a bigger way of seeing things.
“Back in the day, in information technology, everybody did their own thing.
We made our own decisions,” said
Howze. Here in the limelight, you’ve
got to bring everyone on board from
the outset. “The biggest task to manage
is in making sure the customer understands how all of this is going to work.”

www.public-cio.com
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LEADING IN THE LIMELIGHT

Rob St. John
Director, Washington State Consolidated
Technology Services Agency

Look, none of this was
Rob St. John’s fault. He
wasn’t even there.
St. John came on board as director of the
Consolidated Technology Services Agency
in Washington state in 2013, well after the
decision had been made to migrate a broad
range of state agencies into a single new
State Data Center (SDC).
While all tenants of the old state data
center have successfully moved over to
the new SDC, St. John still gets calls from
people with complaints about the plan.
Many questioned building a mammoth
new facility just as better technology and
cloud computing were shrinking the need
for data center space. “I don’t mind being
in the public eye; I don’t mind answering
tough questions,” he said. “But it does get a
little frustrating to constantly be asked the
same distracting questions, the same revisionist questions.”
The reality St. John tries to convey is
that the data center’s two main halls are
now 70 percent occupied by state agencies’
systems and data, leaving a comfortable
margin for future growth. It’s true that
neither of the center’s other two halls have
been built out; nor have these empty shells
been occupied by tenants. But they made
up just 6 percent of the project budget and
they cost literally nothing to operate each
month. Hardly a crisis, said St. John. But
he still gets calls of query and complaint.
St. John has spent much of his 30-year
career in the public sector, mostly in
the Department of Social and Health
Services, where his jobs ranged from a
direct client services role to the CIO’s
desk. The data center project has been
different because of its size and visibility.
“What’s wrong with the Washington
State Data Center?” That was the ZDNet
headline in December 2014. The story
went on to suggest that half the space in
the new building might be best used as a

We keep talking about
the facts, and don’t focus
too much on the folks
who may be pushing their
own political agenda.
glorified filing cabinet for confidential notes
— i.e., a paper warehouse.
St. John copes by presenting the facts,
including what he considers some very
sound reasons for why no one has taken the
shell space. This is an earthquake zone, with
expensive power and few major corporate
employers. Hardly a tempting proposition
to potential data center tenants.
To keep the facts visible, St. John’s
office maintains all project data on its
external website and the team meets

regularly with the customer group. As
for the bad press, St. John rarely troubles
himself to fire back. Rather than address
specific criticisms, “we keep talking about
the facts, and don’t focus too much on
the folks who may be pushing their own
political agenda,” he said.
While the high-profile nature of the project does make the phone ring periodically,
St. John doesn’t let it become a distraction.
“It does crop up occasionally, but it’s not a
focus here. We focus on the project, which
is a big, complex thing,” he said. “The fact is:
Here we are. It is time to move past it. The
building is here. Now let’s utilize it.”
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LEADING IN THE LIMELIGHT

Rosa
Akhtarkhavari
CIO, Orlando, Fla.

In 2012 Orlando,
Fla., issued a massive
$8.7 million contract to
Workday for software to drive its human
resource, financial management and
procurement functions. While the city
referred to it as a “negotiated procurement,” the media preferred the less flattering and more controversial term “no bid.”
A story in the Orlando Sentinel
slammed the move, quoting an anonymous vendor who said, “[t]he statement that no one else can provide this
is totally false. … At the end of the day,
I don’t mind losing. But I mind being
cheated out of my chance to compete.”
Public scrutiny? It gets better. The
same story noted that on the day the City
Council signed off on the deal, “Orlando’s
chief financial officer flew to Las Vegas for
Workday’s annual conference and signed
the contract before a cheering crowd. Seven
other City Hall officials joined Orlando
CFO Rebecca Sutton at the conference,
at a total cost to taxpayers of $22,049.”
Among those delegates was CIO
Rosa Akhtarkhavari, who bristles at the
implied accusation. “We worked every
waking hour during those days, attending interactive sessions and meeting
with other professional individuals who
had led their Workday implementations
and were willing to share their experiences and lessons learned,” she said.
Publicly, Akhtarkhavari is apt to let
the public affairs office handle press
inquiries. Privately, her feeling about
the media’s jeering is concise: “If I
wanted to go on a vacation, Vegas
would be the last place I would pick.”
Having served 23 years in the public
sector, Akhtarkhavari said she wasn’t
surprised by the media’s jabs, but merely
disappointed. This upgrade was urgently
needed, after all. But while she may take
umbrage at the intrusiveness of the press,
her approach is a pragmatic one. Rather

than respond directly to negative public scrutiny, she prefers to let the work speak for itself.
“From the moment this project began,
our group was focused on delivering the
right solutions,” she said. “Our emphasis and activities centered on what was
needed to ensure a successful implementation, regardless of how difficult. Doing the
right thing was what mattered most.”
As for those highly visible gripes about the
award process, the quality of the work helps

Akhtarkhavari to shrug them off. Any large
project will draw some criticism, but as long
as she is enjoying her work and making a
difference, the rest doesn’t trouble her.

Our emphasis and
activities centered on what
was needed to ensure a
successful implementation,
regardless of how difficult.

www.public-cio.com
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LEADING IN THE LIMELIGHT

and he readily acknowledges that the
very high-profile nature of FI$CAL
impacts how he does his job.
“I am aware of it,” said Uyeda. “I
know that for this project to go forward
successfully, we have to address every
audience, the user base and the partner
base — everybody who is out there.”
Public perception matters to Uyeda,
and it isn’t always easy to manage: The
media has not always been friendly
to this project. In February 2014, for
instance, the website Allgov.com pretty
much raked his project over the coals.

I am a big believer in interpersonal skills. As leaders, if
we don’t pay attention to the
“people” aspects, it will not
be successful as a project.

Jeff Uyeda
Executive Partner, Financial
Information System for California (Fi$Cal)

In the realm of massive
and highly visible public
IT projects, FI$CAL ranks
high. Formally known as the Financial
Information System for California, the
program is working to pull together 2,500
independent legacy financial systems in use
across 124 departments to create a single,
central financial platform for the state.
These are mission-critical systems that
touch upon budgeting, accounting, procurement and cash management. It’s one of the

biggest such overhauls in the nation, and
it has drawn unflattering media attention.
So good luck to Executive Partner
Jeff Uyeda.
A veteran of state government, Uyeda has
served 29 years in the public sector. From
a temporary clerk’s job in the attorney
general’s office, he moved through a series
of roles to become head of the Secretary
of State’s administrative division, going on
to serve as assistant secretary for operations. He also did a private-sector stint at
IBM before gaining his present position.
In his varied accounting and administrative roles through the years, he has
been largely a behind-the-scenes guy,

At that time a state audit had found
FI$CAL to be a year behind schedule and
9 percent over its $616.8 million budget.
The story said the performance of outside
contractor Accenture wasn’t up to snuff.
Uyeda’s response has been to keep
moving forward, and he won’t address
specific criticisms. “If we tried to rebut
every comment that is out there, we
would lose a lot of productive working
hours,” he said.
Instead, he aims to manage life in
the public eye by making personal
connections.
“I am a big believer in interpersonal
skills. As leaders, if we don’t pay attention to the ‘people’ aspects, it will not be
successful as a project,” Uyeda said. To
this end, he visits partner agencies quarterly at the executive level and tries to
serve as cheerleader to his internal team.
Uyeda’s most significant strategy for
surviving the tribulations of life in the
public eye has been to tell people up
front that the world is imperfect. “On
any large technology project, you are
going to have speed bumps. So a lot of
it is education. What has to be communicated is that this is not a catastrophe.
Whatever ‘this’ is, we will get over it.” ¨
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MAKING CONNECTIONS WORK

IJIS INSTITUTE
MID-YEAR BRIEFING
JULY 30-AUGUST 1, 2015
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Connect with technology
executives and leaders from
industry and government at this
unique event and engage in
constructive dialogues about
technology trends, issues, and
solutions.

WHY ATTEND THE MID-YEAR BRIEFING?
Educational programs on
information sharing and
safeguarding technologies and
standards.
Presentations on cutting-edge
technology initiatives like smart
cities, next generation emergency
communications, geospatial
advances, and cybersecurity.
Collaboratively explore the future
of technology and information
sharing and safeguarding.

TO FIND OUT MORE, VIEW THE PROGRAM AGENDA, OR REGISTER, VISIT
http://www.ijis.org/?page=Midyear_Briefing

MEDIA PARTNER

IJIS INSTITUTE
44983 Knoll Square
Ashburn, VA 20147
703.726.3697 • info@ijis.org
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data vault

Public Safety vs. Privacy
The rise of license plate reader technology prompts a slew of new legislation.

M

odern law enforcement agencies use a number of technologies to help them do their jobs. Among
them is automated license plate recognition (ALPR) — a high-tech way of scanning and reading
license plates in public places and checking them against hotlists to help police locate cars sought in
connection with crimes. Public safety agencies cite numerous examples in which both real-time and historical
information obtained from ALPRs has helped to solve crimes, including stolen cars, missing persons and even
murder cases. But others have questioned the practice, citing privacy concerns. What kind of data is collected?
Who has access to it? How long is it kept?
Debates are heating up across the country, with laws being considered in 18 states in the current legislative
session (Arkansas, California, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Missouri, Montana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, Texas and Virginia).
Here’s a look at laws now on the books pertaining to automated license plate recognition systems:

Arkansas (2013)

California (2011)

Prohibits the use of ALPRs by individuals,
partnerships, companies, associations or
state agencies. Provides exceptions for
limited use by law enforcement entities
or for controlling access to secure areas.
Prohibits data from being kept for longer
than 150 days.

Provides that the California Highway Patrol (CHP) may
retain data from a license plate reader for no more
than 60 days, unless the information is being used as
evidence in felony cases. Prohibits selling or making
ALPR data available to non-law-enforcement officers or
agencies. Requires the CHP to report to the Legislature
on how ALPR data is being used.

2015 legislation signed by Gov. Asa
Hutchinson allows use of ALPR systems
by highway police and allows electronic
verification of registration, logs and other
compliance data to simplify the movement
of commercial vehicles on state highways.
It also allows ALPR installation at weigh
station facility entrance ramps.

Pending 2015 legislation would require ALPR operators to
ensure that collected data is protected, and to implement
security procedures as well as usage and privacy policies.
Operators would also need to maintain a record of any
information access. Public input would be required on
any ALPR program imposed by a government entity, and
certain data collected via ALPR would be considered
personal information for security breach purposes.

Colorado (2014)

SOURCE: NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES

Requires that video or still images that the government obtains by passive
surveillance be destroyed within three years. Specifies that passive
surveillance
records
ill
d may only be accessed beyond the first anniversary of their creation if a
claim is filed, or an accident or other specific incident causes the record to become evidence in a
civil, labor, administrative or felony criminal proceeding. Exceptions include passive surveillance
records of any correctional facility, local jail or private contract prison, and passive surveillance
records made or maintained as required under federal law.

Florida (2014)
Creates a public records exemption for certain ALPR images and data, as
well as personal identifying information in data generated from such images.
Images
andd data
personal information obtained from ALPR systems are considered
I
d t containing
t
confidential, although disclosure to criminal justice agencies and to individuals to whom the license
plate is registered is allowed in certain circumstances.
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Maine (2009)
Prohibits the use of ALPR systems except for certain public safety purposes. Data
collected is confidential and may be used only for law enforcement purposes. The
information may not be stored for more than 21 days.

Maryland (2014)
Prohibits the use of
captured license plate
data except for legitimate llaw enforcement
f
t
purposes. Requires the state police to adopt
procedures to address who has access to
the data and training for those individuals,
as well as an audit process. Data gathered
by an ALPR system is not subject to
disclosure under the Public Information Act.
New Hampshire
(2007) Prohibits the
use of ALPR systems
or vehicle surveillance except in
specific circumstances, unless directly
authorized by statute. Use may be
authorized on a case-by-case basis in
the investigation of a particular violation,
misdemeanor or felony; for purposes of
operation of the toll collection system;
and for the security of specified bridges
and structures.

Tennessee (2014)
ALPR data may not
be stored for more
than 90 days unless it is part of an
ongoing investigation, in which case the
information will be destroyed after the
conclusion of the investigation.
Utah (2013, 2014)
Government entities
may only use ALPR
systems in specific
cases, such as law enforcement agencies
for the purpose of protecting public safety
or conducting criminal investigations.
Captured plate data are protected records
under the Government Records Access and
Management Act. Data may only be shared
for specified purposes, preserved for a
certain time and disclosed under certain
circumstances, such as a disclosure order
or warrant. Government entities may not use
privately held captured license plate data
without a warrant or court order, unless the
private provider retains captured plate data
for 30 days or less.
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cio central

News, Reviews & Careers

BHATT TAKES THE
HELM IN ILLINOIS

Vinck Goes West to Oregon
Sean Vinck departed from Illinois, leaving behind his title as state CIO in late
January and becoming director of Oregon’s
Enterprise IT Transformation.
Oregon continues to grapple with issues
left behind from its failed health insurance
exchange and lawsuits with vendor Oracle
are still pending. Vinck now works alongside
CIO Alex Pettit in the Office of the Chief
Operating Officer where he will help fix the
state’s IT issues and transform the agency
into a service-oriented organization.

Stepping in to take over where Sean
Vinck left off, former Chicago CIO Hardik
Bhatt made his return to the public
sector in April as Illinois’ new CIO.
Bhatt became the CIO of Chicago in
2006, where he pushed innovation and
renewed infrastructure. In 2010, he left
to work for Cisco to help develop Internet
of Things and smart city technology.
Responsible for all Illinois’ IT systems,
Bhatt plans to improve service delivery
by taking advantage of cloud computing,
apps and other modern technologies.

Encinias Steps Down, Lands in Private Sector

Permanent Texas CISO Named

AFTER SEVEN YEARS WITH the state of Pennsylvania, CIO Tony
Encinias resigned in early March. A 2014 Government Technology Doer,
Dreamer and Driver, Encinias was recognized for leading the state
through massive IT consolidation efforts. He also played a high-profile
role in a 2014 deal to unite seven state data centers in a
nearly $700 million hybrid cloud deployment.
“I’m very proud of what we’ve done,” Encinias told
Public CIO. “I think we made Pennsylvania better, and
I’m just hopeful that they’re going to continue in that
direction.”
Encinias announced in April that his new post will
be vice president of public-sector strategy for ViON, an
enterprise cloud solutions provider.

THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT of Information
Resources (DIR) promoted its interim chief information security officer, Edward Block, in April. As
the state’s permanent CISO, Block will continue his
responsibilities overseeing Texas’ security operations.
“Edward has been instrumental in building
Texas’ Chief Information Security Office into a
highly functioning program that serves our customers in a very prolific way,” said DIR Interim Executive
Director Todd Kimbriel in a press release. “I am
looking forward to his continuing efforts to make
this program the best in the nation.”
Block became interim CISO in February, after the
departure of Brian Engle, and has been with the DIR
since 2012.

“I’m
very
proud
of what
we’ve
done.

In Virginia, Moe
Takes the Lead

MacMillan Named
New Pennsylvania CIO

FOLLOWING THE DEPARTURE of
Sam Nixon as chief information officer
for Virginia’s Information Technologies
Agency earlier this year, Gov. Terry
McAuliffe announced in late May the
appointment of Nelson Moe as the
new CIO. Moe joins the state with 17
years’ experience with the U.S. Navy, a
private-sector background in network
engineering, and most recently holding several roles with the House of
Representatives, including CIO.
Eric Link had been working as the
interim CIO since March.

Former deputy CIO of Pennsylvania’s
Health and Human Services agencies
Rosa Lara served as acting CIO after
Tony Encinias left, until March 23, when
John MacMillan took over as the permanent replacement. Lara then assumed the
role of deputy CIO.
MacMillan’s almost 30 years of industry
experience includes a recent 18-year role
with IBM, where he worked with Ohio to
formulate its data center strategy, according to a memo sent to Pennsylvania’s IT
employees. MacMillan also spent 10 years
working for the Canadian government.
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Microsoft Exec Named CIO of Hawaii
Hawaii Gov. David Ige named Todd Nacapuy as new
CIO in early April, taking the place of Keone Kali, who
had led the Office of Information Management and
Technology in an acting capacity for the last year.
Before beginning work with the state, Nacapuy was
a senior technical account manager for Microsoft. He
brings a background in application development and
enterprisewide IT strategy.
“I’m pleased to be joining Gov. Ige’s team in a role
that allows me to use what I know about technology
to serve the people of the state of Hawaii,” Nacapuy
said in a press release.

FORMER FACEBOOK
EXEC JOINS THE
WHITE HOUSE

Armstrong Ends Long Career
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS, CIO MICHAEL ARMSTRONG retired at the
end of April after 41 years in the public sector. Citing health reasons for his
departure, Armstrong said he plans to return to IT on a project-by-project
basis.
During Armstrong’s tenure in Corpus Christi, he managed one of the
nation’s largest Wi-Fi networks and led a series of modernization efforts that
landed the city a place in the Center for Digital Government’s Digital Cities
Survey for six consecutive years.

The Obama administration appointed

David Recordon, a Facebook engineering director, as the nation’s first director
of White House Information Technology.
“His considerable private-sector experience and ability to deploy the latest
collaborative and communication technologies will be a great asset to our work
on behalf of the American people,” said
President Barack Obama in a press release
announcing the appointment in March.
In addition to working as a consultant
for the U.S. Digital Service, Recordon
is responsible for modernizing the
executive branch’s technology by
directing system mergers, updating
software and encouraging innovation.

Key Hires for
Philadelphia

NEW IT LEADERSHIP
FOR MARYLAND

Philadelphia recruited again from the civic
tech scene, welcoming in April former Code
for America fellow Mjumbe Poe as the city’s
first digital government service architect.
Before taking on his new position in
government, Poe developed building tools
as director of software firm Kwa Watu. His
experience also includes program work
for the University of Pennsylvania and the
nonprofit OpenPlans, where he developed
free, open source mapping and planning
software.
Poe will serve in Philadelphia alongside
former OpenPlans colleague Aaron Ogle.
Also a former Code for America fellow, Ogle is
the city’s civic technology director.

David Garcia joined incoming Gov.
Larry Hogan’s team of new cabinet
members this March as secretary for
Maryland’s Department of Information
Technology. Garcia replaces Isabel
FitzGerald, who was appointed by
Gov. Martin O’Malley in August 2013.
In his 20 years of technical and
management work, Garcia is known
for founding NMR Consulting and
serving as telecommunications
chief for the U.S. Army Center for
Health Promotion and Preventive
Medicine, now known as the U.S.
Army Public Health Command.

Nevada Seeks New CIO
DAVID GUSTAFSON resigned in early
April from his six-year run as CIO for
the state of Nevada and accepted a
position with cable company Charter
Communications. The move required
Gustafson to relocate to St. Louis.
Since taking on the role of CIO in
2009, Gustafson spearheaded a series
of cybersecurity efforts, including the
creation of a centralized security system
for state agencies and live attack monitoring. He is credited with reducing IT
costs and security incidents in Nevada.
www.public-cio.com
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News, Reviews & Careers

VANROEKEL
LEAVES USAID
NEW YORK IT
LEADER OF THE
YEAR NAMED

Robert Vasko, CIO for the Disabilities and
Aging Cluster of New York State IT Services,
was honored as IT Leader of the Year during
the 2015 New York IT Leadership Academy.
Vasko’s openness to innovation combined
with a collaborative approach on multiple
interagency initiatives has resulted
in major cost savings for the state.
As the 2015 IT Leader of the Year, he
joins the ranks of public-sector officials
recognized for their strategic vision
and exemplary leadership skills.
The New York State IT Leadership
Academy is produced by Government
Technology and Public CIO magazines,
divisions of e.Republic Inc.

Steve VanRoekel left his role as chief
innovation officer at the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID) in late
March, stating he
wishes to spend more
time with his family.
VanRoekel joined
the agency as CIO in
September following
a three-year stint as
federal CIO, hoping to
use his IT experience to
help address the Ebola
epidemic in West Africa.
A longtime advocate
for the White House’s
open data initiative, he also worked to improve
citizen engagement during his four-month run
as an executive director of USAID in 2011.

Commerce Calls on Kalin
THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE chose Socrata’s former open data
director, Ian Kalin, as its first chief data officer. Commerce Secretary Penny
Pritzker made the announcement March 19, highlighting the department’s goal
of increasing transparency.
Kalin expects to use his understanding of the private sector to boost open data
initiatives and modernize outdated tools and practices. He explained his views on
the poor marks the department recently received from the White House’s Project
Open Data, calling it an opportunity to spur change.
“I want to understand what are the great opportunities, what are the great
people, processes and tools that exist,” said Kalin. “I want to find the best ways
to support them and enhance new objectives.”

Back to Riverside for Reneker
STEVE RENEKER VACATED his position as Los Angeles’ Information Technology
general manager in early May to become CIO of Riverside County, Calif., a role he
previously served from 1997 to 2003.
With Reneker at the helm, L.A. placed first in the 2014 Digital Cities
Survey conducted by e.Republic’s Center for Digital Government. He plans
to use those award-winning IT initiatives as a model to help Riverside
County battle its financial difficulties and “make the 10th largest county in
the U.S. up to par to the No. 1 digital city in the U.S., Los Angeles.”
Following Reneker’s resignation announcement, Mayor Eric
Garcetti announced that Ted Ross, assistant general manager of the
city’s IT Agency, would take over as interim general manager. In addition,
Chief Innovation Technology Officer Peter Marx has become the city’s chief
technology officer.

Box Snags Hashmi from GSA
U.S. General Services Administration CIO
Sonny Hashmi has officially left the public
sector and accepted a position as managing
director for government with cloud storage
provider Box. Using his knowledge of the
federal government, Hashmi wants to
modernize agencies by encouraging publicprivate partnerships in his new role.
“I don’t see it as a shift for me,” Hashmi
told The Washington Post of the move. “It’s the
next step in my journey towards improving
government solutions.”
Filling the role of acting CIO following
Hashmi’s departure is David Shive, who
previously served as the director of the GSA’s
Office of Enterprise Infrastructure.
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ARE YOUR DATA
SOLUTIONS A PUBLIC
DISSERVICE?
New digitization mandates. Sensors.
Video surveillance. The proliferation of
devices. Big data is putting a big strain
on government agencies everywhere.
Comcast Business offers robust data
services, through a far-reaching
Ethernet network, that provide the
security, scalability and performance
that governments need to power
today’s initiatives.
Visit business.comcast.com/government
or call 866-429-2241.
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Freedom of Information/Public Records Request
X

Part I: I hereby request to:
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X
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For Internal Offi
fficce Use Only
Date Request Received: July 1, 2014 Request Status: Pending
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HOW WILL
YOU RESPOND?
ArchiveSocial automates the capture and retrieval of records from social
networks including Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, and LinkedIn
for compliance with state and federal public records laws.
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